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Incremental Improvement of the Evaluation Algorithm in the Concept
Map Based Knowledge Assessment System

Alla Anohina, Marks Vilkelis, Romans Lukasenko

Riga Technical University, Department of Systems Theory and Design
Kalku street 1, Riga, Latvia, LV-1658
E-mail: alla.anohina@rtu.lv, markvilkel@inbox.lv, lrexpress@inbox.lv

Abstract: The paper is devoted to the knowledge assessment system that has been
developed at the Department of Systems Theory and Design of Riga Technical Uni-
versity for the last four years. The system is based on concept maps that allow
displaying the knowledge structure of a particular learner in the form of a graph.
Teacher’s created concept maps serve as a standard against which learner’s concept
maps are compared. However, it is not correct to compare teacher’s and learners’ con-
cept maps by examining the exact equivalence of relationships in both maps, because
people construct knowledge in different ways. Thus, an appropriate mechanism is
needed for the flexible evaluation of learners’ concept maps. The paper describes the
algorithm implemented in the concept map based knowledge assessment system and
its evolution through four prototypes of the system.
Keywords: knowledge assessment system, concept maps, evaluation algorithm

1 Introduction

Rapid development of information and communication technologies and availability of huge amount
of electronic information resources has led to changes in the roles of the main actors of the educational
process, namely, a teacher and a learner. Nowadays teachers should guide learners through the learning
process by advising them and providing necessary stimuli while learners search information in different
places, inter alia in e-learning environments (for example, [1, 2]) and turn it into knowledge. Special
methods are needed for the evaluation of learners’ knowledge structures created in such conditions and
one of them is concept maps that allow displaying the knowledge structure of a particular learner in the
form of a graph.

The Department of Systems Theory and Design of the Faculty of Computer Science and Informa-
tion Technology of Riga Technical University has been developing the concept map based knowledge
assessment system since the year 2005. The system has twofold goals in the context of the integration of
technology into the traditional educational process: 1) to promote learners’ knowledge self-assessment,
and 2) to support the teacher in the improvement of the learning course through systematic assessment
of learners’ knowledge and analysis of its results. The goals are reached by the use of concept maps
as an assessment tool. Three prototypes of the system have been already implemented and the fourth
one is under development at the moment [3]. The paper is a logical continuation of the description of
the system’s working principles presented in [4] by focusing on a different aspect of its functionality,
namely, on the algorithm for the comparison of learner’s and teacher’s concept maps and its incremental
improvement through system’s prototypes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the system. Section 3 discusses re-
lated works concerning scoring systems of concept maps. Evolution of the algorithm for the comparison
of learner’s and teacher’s concept maps is described in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are presented.

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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2 Overview of the system

As it was mentioned in Introduction concept maps are used as an assessment tool in the developed
knowledge assessment system. According to [5] they can foster the learning of well-integrated structural
knowledge as opposed to the memorization of fragmentary, unintegrated facts and externalize the con-
ceptual knowledge (both correct and erroneous) that learners hold in a knowledge domain. A concept
map is a graph with labeled nodes corresponding to concepts in a problem domain and with arcs indi-
cating relationships between pairs of concepts. Arcs can be directed or undirected and with or without
linking phrases on them. A linking phrase specifies the kind of a relationship between concepts. Con-
cept map based tasks can be divided in 1) "fill-in-the map" tasks, where the structure of a concept map
is given to the learner and he/she must fill it using the provided set of concepts and/or linking phrases,
and 2) "construct-a-map" tasks, where the learner must decide on the structure of the concept map by
him/herself.

The developed concept map based knowledge assessment system is used in the following way. The
teacher defines stages of knowledge assessment and creates concept maps for all of them by specifying
relevant concepts and relationships among them in such a way that the concept map of each stage is
nothing else then an extension of the previous one. Thus, the concept map of the last stage includes
all concepts and relationships among them. Teacher’s created concept maps serve as a standard against
which the learners’ concept maps are compared. During knowledge assessment the learner solves a
concept map based task corresponding to the assessment stage. After the learner has submitted his/her
solution, the system compares the concept maps of the learner and the teacher, calculates the score of the
learner’s result and generates feedback.

The system offers five concept map based tasks that are ranged from the easiest to the most difficult
(Figure 1) [6]. Eight transitions between tasks are implemented allowing the learner to find a task most
suitable for his/her knowledge level. Four transitions increase the degree of task difficulty. They are
carried out after the analysis of the learner’s solution if the learner has reached the teacher’s specified
number of points in the current assessment stage without reducing the degree of difficulty of the original
task. So, this is a system’s adaptive reaction to the learner’s behavior. Other four transitions reduce the
degree of task difficulty and they are carried out by the voluntary request from the learner during the
solving of the task.

Thus, the system supports knowledge self-assessment as it makes the analysis and evaluation of
learners’ concept maps, as well as provides feedback about the learner’s errors. It promotes systematic
knowledge assessment because it allows the extension of the initially created concept map for other
assessment stages. Moreover, statistical information about differences between learners’ concept maps
and teacher’s concept map is collected providing opportunities for the teacher to improve the learning
course [4].

The system is implemented as a Web-based three-tier client-server application [4, 7] consisting of the
following architectural layers (Figure 2): 1) a data storage layer represented by Data Base Management
System (DBMS); 2) an application logics layer composed of the application server and the server side
code running on it; a special persistence and query framework is used to communicate with the DBMS;
and 3) the representation layer or graphical user interface.

As it is shown in Figure 2 the concept map based knowledge assessment system can be divided
into three logical domains: administrator, teacher and student. Each domain has its own goal, but they
are strictly linked together. Functionality of each domain can be used by one of three user roles which
names correspond to the names of the domains. An administrator is responsible for the administration
and maintenance of the whole system using such functions as input, editing and deleting of data about
users (teachers and students), courses and student groups. The teacher domain provides all necessary
functions for the creation of concept maps and defining of their attributes, as well as for the viewing of
learners’ results. Functionality of the student domain includes all things related to the completion of the
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concept map based tasks by learners and providing of feedback after the completion of the task.

Figure 1: Tasks offered in the concept map based knowledge assessment system

Figure 2: The three-tier architecture of the system

3 Related works

There are a lot of research related to scoring systems of concept maps. In [14] three main approaches
are highlighted: evaluation of components of a concept map, comparison with the expert concept map, or
combination of both previously mentioned kinds. Novak and Gowin [11] have offered a scheme in which
different number of points are assigned to such components of a concept map as propositions, levels of
hierarchy, cross-links, specific examples of concepts. In [13] the previously described set of components
is extended by number of branchings in the concept map.

For the comparison of the learner’s concept map with the expert map Goldsmith [8] has offered "the
closeness index" indicating the degree of similarity between the expert and the learner’s concept map.
In turn, Herl and colleagues [9] use a matching algorithm that includes several expert maps evaluating
each learner’s concept map. In their work two evaluation indicators are calculated: (a) stringent semantic
content score on the basis of the exact relationships matches between learner’s and expert’s concept
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maps, and b) categorized semantic content score, when learner’s defined relationship matches some set
of possible relationships in the expert concept map. In [10] concept maps are scored by comparing each
learner’s concept map with two expert maps. The learner receives half a point for each relationship
that matches with an expert relationship and a full point, if the relationship matches with both experts’
relationships. Learners also receive additional points for relationships that are more valued by experts
("critical relationships") and relationships that are less like what experts might include.

Both the evaluation of components of concept maps and the comparison with the expert concept
map are combined in [12], where three different approaches to the scoring of concept maps are used:
(a) a total score, defined as a number of valid learner’s relationships, (b) a congruence score, defined as
a proportion of valid learner’s relationships to all relationships in the expert map, (c) a salience score,
defined as a proportion of valid learner’s relationships to all relationships in the learner’s concept map.

Regardless of the diversity of schemes for scoring of concept maps, it is necessary to note that basi-
cally they are developed for the evaluation of tasks, in which learners must create their own concept maps.
Thus, a question about the evaluation of fill-in-the-map tasks remains open. Moreover, the greater part
of the offered schemes are not considered in the context of computer-assisted assessment systems, thus,
it is very difficult to evaluate, whether they are feasible and useful in the concept map based knowledge
assessment system. These factors motivated the authors of the paper to develop an algorithm suitable for
the evaluation of both fill-in-the-map tasks and construct-a-map tasks in the concept map based knowl-
edge assessment system.

4 Evaluation algorithm

The developed algorithm is sensitive to the arrangement and coherence of concepts in the learners’
concept maps. It is based on the assumption that the learner’s understanding of the presence of a relation-
ship between concepts has the primary value, while other aspects such as the type of the relationship, the
linking phrase, the direction of the arc and the places of concepts are secondary things. The algorithm is
capable of recognizing different patterns of the learner’s solution. Two kinds of relationships are used in
concept maps: 1) important relationships which show that relationships between the corresponding con-
cepts are considered as important knowledge in the learning course, and 2) less important relationships
that specify desirable knowledge. For each correctly provided important relationship the learner receives
5 points, but for each less important relationship only 2 points are assigned.

In the first system’s prototype developed in 2005 only one fill-in-the-map task was offered to learners.
Thus, all learners received the same structure of a concept map and a list of concepts. Learners must
insert provided concepts in correct nodes of the concept map structure. Arcs were undirected and did
not have semantics. Taking into account that the value of a completely correct relationship is 100 %,
the following contributions of its constituent parts were defined: the presence of the relationship in the
learner’s concept map - 50% (a fact that the learner understands the presence of the relationship between
concepts has the primary value), the correct type of the relationship - 30% (the learner should be able to
distinguish, what is important and what is less important in the learning course), both concepts related
by the relationship are placed in the correct places - 20% (this factor has the greatest subjectivity).

Thus, the patterns of the learner’s solution which the algorithm was capable of recognizing are the
following [15, 16]:

• Pattern 1. The learner has interrelated concepts in the same way as they are related in the teacher’s
concept map. In this case the learner receives the maximum score regarding the type of the rela-
tionship. Figure 3.b. shows that the concepts A and E in the learner’s concept map are interrelated
in the same way as they are interrelated in the teacher’s concept map (Figure 3.a).

• Pattern 2. The learner has defined a relationship that does not exist in the concept map of the
teacher. In this case he/she does not receive any points. Figure 3.c demonstrates that the learner
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Figure 3: Patterns of the learner’s solution that the first system’s prototype was able to recognize: a) the
teacher’s concept map; b)-f) the patterns in the learner created concept map

has made a relationship between the concepts A and H that are not interrelated in the teacher’s
concept map (Figure 3.a).

• Pattern 3. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, the type of the relationship
is correct, but at least one of the concepts is placed in an incorrect place. The learner receives 80%
of the maximum score for the correct relationship of this type. Figure 3.d shows that the learner
has interrelated the concepts B and D. A similar relationship exists in the teacher’s concept map
(Figure 3.a). However, both concepts are located in incorrect places, although the type of the
relationship is correct.

• Pattern 4. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, the type of the relationship
is wrong, and at least one of the concepts is placed in an incorrect place. The learner receives
50% of the maximum score for the correct relationship of this type. This pattern is displayed in
Figure 3.e. Comparing the learner’s defined relationship between the concepts A and F with the
same teacher’s relationship (Figure 3.a) it is possible to notice that the concept F is located in the
incorrect place, as well as the type of the relationship is a less important relationship instead of an
important relationship.

• Pattern 5. A concept is placed in a wrong place, but its place is not important. The learner receives
the maximum score for a corresponding relationship. Figure 3.f demonstrates that the learner has
changed places of the concepts M and L.

New tasks - 3 fill-in-the-map and 2 construct-a-map tasks (Figure 1)- were introduced in the second
system’s prototype developed in 2006. Moreover, linking phrases were added to concept maps causing
modification of points received for relationships and extension of the set of patterns recognized by the
system. Assuming that a value of the fully correct relationship is 100%, the following contributions of
its constituent parts were defined: the presence of the relationship in the learner’s concept map - 40%,
a correct linking phrase provided for the relationship - 30% (semantics of relationships are important
knowledge units), a correct type of the relationship - 20%, both concepts related by the relationship are
placed in the correct places - 10%.

Therefore, the extended set of patterns of the learner’s solution was the following [6]:
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• Pattern 1. The learner has defined a completely correct relationship. In this case the learner
receives the maximum score regarding the type of the relationship. Figure 4.b demonstrates that
the concepts A and E in the learner’s concept map are interrelated in the same way as they are
interrelated in the teacher’s concept map (Figure 4.a).

• Pattern 2. The learner has defined a relationship that does not exist in the concept map of the
teacher and he/she does not receive any points. Figure 4.c shows that the learner has related the
concepts A and H which are not related in the teacher’s map (Figure 4.a).

• Pattern 3. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, both the type of the
relationship and the linking phrase are correct, but at least one of the concepts is located in an
incorrect place. The learner receives 90% of the maximum score for that relationship. This pattern
is displayed in Figure 4.d. The learner has defined the relationship between the concepts B and D
by providing the correct type of the relationship and the linking phrase. However, both concepts
are located in different places as compared to the teacher’s concept map (Figure 4.a).

• Pattern 4. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, but the type of the relation-
ship is incorrect. The learner receives 80% of the maximum score for the correct relationship. This
pattern is valid only for construct-a-map tasks (Tasks 4 and 5 in Figure 1) where places of concepts
are not important. Assuming that Figure 4.e displays the learner’s created concept map, one can
see that the learner has interrelated the concepts B and C by defining the correct linking phrase,
but providing the important relationship instead of a less important one as it is in the teacher’s map
(Figure 4.a).

• Pattern 5. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, but the linking phrase is
incorrect. The learner receives 70% of the maximum score for the correct relationship. Figure 4.f
shows that the learner has located the concepts A and K in the same places as they are located in
the teacher’s concept map (Figure 4.a), but the linking phrase differs.

• Pattern 6. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, the type of the relationship
is incorrect, and at least one of concepts is placed in the incorrect place. The learner receives 70%
of the maximum score. Figure 4.g shows that the learner has related the concepts A and F using
the less important relationship instead of the important relationship (Figure 4.a) and has located
the concept F in other place.

• Pattern 7. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, the linking phrase is
incorrect, and at least one of concepts is located in the incorrect place. The learner receives 60%
of the maximum score. This pattern is displayed in Figure 4.h, where one can see that the learner
has defined the relationship between the concepts G and F, but has pointed out the linking phrase
that differs from the linking phrase in the teacher’s concept map (Figure 4.a), as well as has located
both concepts incorrectly.

• Pattern 8. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, but both the type of the
relationship and the linking phrase are incorrect. The learner receives 50% of the maximum score
for the correct relationship. This pattern is valid only for construct-a-map tasks (Tasks 4 and 5
in Figure 1), where places of concepts are not important. Assuming that Figure 4.i displays the
learner’s created concept map, one can see that the learner has interrelated the concepts O and B
that are also interrelated in the teacher’s concept map (Figure 4.a). The learner has provided an
incorrect type of the relationship (an important relationship instead of a less important relationship)
and an incorrect linking phrase.
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Figure 4: Patterns of the learner’s solution that the second system’s prototype was able to recognize: a)
the teacher’s concept map; b)-j) the patterns in the learner created concept map (numbers on links display
different relationships and represent linking phrases)
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• Pattern 9. The learner’s defined relationship exists in the teacher’s map, both the type of the
relationship and the linking phrase are incorrect, in addition at least one of the concepts is placed
in the incorrect place. The learner receives 40% of the maximum score for that relationship.
This pattern is shown in Figure 4.j. By comparing the learner’s defined relationship between the
concepts J and N with the same relationship in the teacher’s concept map (Figure 4.a), one can see
that both concepts are located in incorrect places, and the type of the relationship and the linking
phrase are incorrect.

In the third prototype implemented in 2007 directed arcs were introduced causing the following
modifications of points received for relationships: the presence of the relationship in the learner’s concept
map - 40%, a correct linking phrase provided for the relationship - 30%, a correct direction of the arc
corresponding to the relationship - 15%, a correct type of the relationship - 10%, both concepts related
with the relationship are placed in the correct places - 10%. Totally 36 patterns were acquired for all
tasks and they are summarized in Figure 5.

No modifications of points have been made in the fourth system’s prototype. Thus, the evaluation
algorithm is based on the set of patterns specified in Figure 5. However, improvement of the algorithm
is continued by studying possibility to reveal extra relationships in learners’ concept maps [17]. Figure 6
displays a situation when some relationships are "hidden": there are only 3 relationships in the teacher’s
concept map (Figure 6.a), but 2 more relationships can be derived (Figure 6.b). These derived relation-
ships are correct too and could appear in learners’ concept maps, so it is necessary to define a mechanism
according to which the system could detect extra relationships and, thus, make assessment more flexible
and automated.

With aim to determine extra relationships 6 types of relationships are considered [17]:is a - a rela-
tionship between concepts meaning that one of the concepts is a sub-class of other, part of - a relationship
between concepts meaning that one of the concepts is a part of other, attribute - a relationship between
a concept and its attribute, example - a relationship between a general concept and a particular example
of it, value - a relationship between an attribute and its value, kind of - a relationship between levels of
hierarchy.

Figure 7 shows the structure of a pattern further explained in Figure 8. The pattern has two main
relationships (Relation 1 and Relation 2) that have types mentioned previously. In some cases combi-
nation between relationships is not allowed. In other cases an extra relationship (Relation 3) can be
formed. Column "Combination allowed" identifies either combination between Relation 1 and Relation
2 is allowed or not. The entry "Cannot be specified" in the column "Relation 3" indicates that there
can be situations when an extra relationship can be added, but not always. In turn, the entry "No extra
relationship" in the same column points out that no additional relationship of considered 6 types can be
added.

Additional relationships that can be derived from more than three concepts and two relationships
between them can be revealed as well. In such case the algorithm must iteratively go through the concept
map searching for patterns and adding extra relationships whenever it is possible. The algorithm stops
when no new relationship has been added during the last iteration.

5 Conclusions

The use of concept maps for the evaluation of learners’ knowledge structures demands an appropriate
mechanism for the comparison of learners’ concept map with the teacher’s one. The mechanism should
consider that people construct knowledge in different ways and there can be differences between con-
cept maps that are not indicators of incorrect knowledge. The paper presents the algorithm capable of
recognizing several patterns of the learner’s solution on the basis of such criteria as location of concepts,
types of relationships, direction of arcs and correctness of linking phrases allowing the learner to receive
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Figure 5: The extended set of patterns of the learner’s solution in the third system’s prototype

Figure 6: Hidden relationships (adopted from [17])

Figure 7: Structure of the pattern (adopted from [17])
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some points in case if his/her relationships match teacher’s ones only partly. Moreover, detection of extra
relationships that can appear in learners’ concept maps makes assessment more automated.

Figure 8: Patterns containing three concepts and two relationships (adopted from [17])
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Every established religion was once a heresy

Henry Buckle - “Essays”

Abstract: The connection with Wirth’s book goes beyond the title, albeit confining
the area to modern Artificial Intelligence (AI). Whereas thirty years ago, to devise
effective programs, it became necessary to enhance the classical algorithmic frame-
work with approaches applied to limited and focused subdomains, in the context of
broad-band technology and semantic web, applications - running in open, heteroge-
neous, dynamic and uncertain environments-current paradigms are not enough, be-
cause of the shift from programs to processes. Beside the structure as position paper,
to give more weight to some basic assertions, results of recent research are abridged
and commented upon in line with new paradigms. Among the conclusions: a) Non-
deterministic software is unavoidable; its development entails not just new design
principles but new computing paradigms. b) Agent-oriented systems, to be effectual,
should merge conventional agent design with approaches employed in advanced dis-
tributed systems (where parallelism is intrinsic to the problem, not just a mean to
speed up).
Keywords: open, heterogeneous, dynamic and uncertain environments (OHDUE);
computer-aided decision-making; nonalgorithmic software; bounded rationality;
agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE).

1 Introduction. Adapting to the Time(s) of Change

Three dominant features of the post-industrial society relevant here are:

a) Growing speed of change (due to the intense positive feedback entailed by Moore’s law outcomes:
Internet, broad-band technology, semantic Web, Google, [9] etc.);

b) Growing complexity (architectural, cognitive, structural [4, 5, 10]).

c) Globalization (expressed in IT context mainly through the modern enterprise paradigms). Berners-
Lee - who coined also the term GGG (Giant Global Graph) to describe the semantic Web as a
new stage of WWW - utters it very pointed: “I have gone from using a 300 board connection on
one of those telephone couplers to a 3 million board connection, so that is a 10,000 factor. So the
technology underneath this has tremendously increased in terms of speed and functionality, and
the Web technology had happened on top” [http://dig.csail.mit.edu/, 2007].

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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Thus, modern IT environments, except for simple applications, move towards open and heteroge-

neous (resources are unalike and their availability is not warranted), dynamic (the pace of exogenous
and endogenous changes is high) and uncertain (both information and its processing rules are revisable,
fuzzy, and uncertain). Most situations to be controlled are complex and uncertain, and involve parallel
processes. Thus, the applications developed to deal with must be intelligent [7] (to manage complexity
and uncertainty) AND distributed (to handle parallelism) are intrinsically non-deterministic and end-
users have to interact with them in manners they are not get used to. Moreover, a second (side-effect)
vicious circle comes out from the interaction between difficulty to adapt and the follow-on frustration
(for instance, the claims regarding “digital manipulation”).

In brief, adapting to the speed of change is mandatory and the target of this paper is to show that it
entails adopting modern IT paradigms. The approach is based on the homomorphism of the addition in
the paper title to that in the famous book of Wirth [22].

Accordingly, Section 2 presents the rationale analysing and supporting the evolution from programs

to agents, emphasizing the temporal dimension. Deepening the investigation, Section 3 explores the
unavoidable paradigm shift (here, many and diverse paradigms are x-rayed). Section 4 includes the
core: the misleading term “distributed” is thoroughly revisited because distribution was mostly part of
the solution and is now recognized as main part of the problem too. Just to give more weight to some
assertions in preceding sections, models, methods, and mechanisms based on the paradigms endorsed
before, are abridged after earlier papers and commented upon in Section 5. Conclusions and intentions

for future development close the paper (Section 6).

2 Rationale. From Programs to Agents

Like all changes induced by systems with intense positive feedback, the shift from programs to
agents is at once a long way (conceptually, since it involves multiple paradigm changes), a swift leap
(historically, since - as IT beings - algorithms are active, whereas agents are teenagers) and a hard
chaotic fight (epistemically, since AI as a whole is at the same time feared and ridiculed, overrated and
denied). Misinterpretations are eased because - confusing program architecture with code structure -
some professionals still consider that x-rayed programs are nothing more than implemented algorithms,
since in binary form data and instructions are indiscernible.

Moreover, in the case of AI, the argument about the difference between programs and agents is
complicated by two conceptual inflations due to overstated advertising:

a) to many programs are labelled as intelligent;

b) most such “intelligent” programs are renamed as agents (with or without minor reshaping). Thus, the
notion of agent (and the very metaphor behind it) are blurred.

Object orientation - as almost one and only software engineering paradigm - adds two more hin-
drances to:

a) already in the 1990s, real-time programming showed that even the conceptual equivalence “program
= object” exposed intellectual difficulties (e.g., objects like “mutex”, “event”, or “exception”, state
“start”, method “execute”);

b) almost as a corollary, by transitivity, it is commonsensical that the equivalence “agent = object” is
awful, since nobody could be happy to be considered “intelligent like an object”.

Besides, objects have - at most - a very primitive temporal dimension. Tough, this dimension is
fundamental because no software entity lacking it could be able to (inter)act in the e-world with other
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entities, neither artificial (its peers), nor natural (its human end-users). Tellingly enough, time entered the
software universe via data structures like dynamic data (e.g., lists in Pascal) or data types for concurrency
(frommonitors inConcurrent Pascal to tasks in Ada). Likewise, in AI, a genuine temporal dimension was
entailed by distributed systems (to handle the parallelism involved - albeit architectural inefficiency due
to approaches based on “light” multithreading and time-sharing). Thus, the homomorphism suggested in
the paper title is even deeper than supposed at first.

On the other hand - at least in countries similar to Romania - IT curricula are obviously lagging
behind the state of the art. Aspects relevant for this paper are:

a) AI syllabi show a long-lasting flavour of “GOFAI” (Good Old-Fashioned AI).

b) Even when rigid planning-based AI is replaced by “BIC” (Biologically Inspired Computing), the
focus is not on modelling - inspired from biologic (sub-symbolic) paradigms -, but merely on
simulating biologic behaviour.

c) Software engineering syllabi are entirely object-oriented; thus, agents - if considered - are designed
as objects (e.g., using JADE).

d) Distributed systems are approached in still more conventional manner: the only concern is to boost
speed, not to reflect real-world parallelism.

Hence the rationale is threefold, depending on the perspective:

a) AI (intelligent software must be process-based, not program-based);

b) Software engineering (intelligent applications should be agent-oriented, not object-oriented);

c) IT curricula (AI and Distributed systems should be merged based on agent-orientation).

3 Paradigm Shift. What is Certain?

Here “paradigm” means: “thought pattern in any scientific discipline or other epistemological con-
text. The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines broadly: a philosophical or theoretical framework of any
kind. [...] Perhaps the greatest barrier to a paradigm shift, in some cases, is the reality of paradigm
paralysis, the inability or refusal to see beyond the current models of thinking”
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paradigm#Paradigm_shifts].

A lot of fundamental scientific concepts - inside and outside IT - changed dramatically their inten-
sion since IT begun to be the dominant “Novum Organon” of post-industrial technological development.
They have been investigated from agent-oriented perspective in [4, 5] and lately in [6] where the man-
ifold paradigmatic shift they contributed to engender was labelled “From Kelvin to Zadeh” (Figure 1)
because the focus was on precision (unnatural in real world, hence inadequate in software) and the shift
described there referred to swap from the conventional “Computing with Numbers” (based mainly on
measurements) to the modern “Computing with Words” (based mainly on perceptions).

In addition, Figure 1 tries to remind - or at least to suggest - that:

• Moore’s Law epitomised as feedback loop - in the way usual in automation and electronics -
emphasises not only the growing psychological difficulty to adapt to an unprecedented speed of
change but also its known side effects: instability, distortion, complexity (mainly, cognitive), frus-
tration (e.g., the irritation about “digital manipulation”).
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Figure 1: Manifold paradigm shift (adapted and extended from [6])

• “Manifold” as “Diverse”: In line with common usage, “paradigm” regards also specific areas
within a discipline (e.g., “programming paradigm”, mainly when it “leverages a computer lan-
guage’s power” [21]). In Figure 1 the paradigmatic level lowers from a wide-ranging one to a
narrow, specialised one usual in software engineering. Thus, the “Kelvin paradigm” suggests that
IT must stay firmly based on mathematical precision, while the “Zadeh paradigm” replays that it
should shift towards semiotic flexibility [23]. On the other hand, shifting from “Client-Server”, to
“Computing as Interaction” [1, 24]) is focused - not involving (im)precision, (non)determinism,
(un)certainty, etc. (Besides, another dimension of reason diversity was recently shown: the ethno-
graphical one [17].)

• “Manifold” as “Many”: After redressing the balance (i.e., accepting all kinds of paradigms, not
just GOFAI), AI was inundated by sub-symbolic paradigms; among the best known are artificial
neural networks (ANN) and genetic algorithms (GA). The most nihilist and powerful, i.e. the
ethological paradigm (based on the physical-grounding hypothesis [4]), seems to be still in vogue
for developing agents (above all since the agent is accredited as process by a formal standard [12]).

• “Manifold” as “Non-exhaustive”: to save space some important paradigm shifts having rather
philosophical/epistemological nature are skipped over. Just one example: humans can commu-
nicate only among themselves or with machines too? Here, the problem could be circumvented
replacing “communication” by “interaction” but the epistemological facet is still there: it has to be
admitted (or rejected) that, in the framework of “computing as interaction”, their connotations are
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very similar. Perhaps, the definition given by Sieckenius de Souza could help: “Communication

is the process through which, for a variety of purposes, sign producers (i.e., signification system
users in this specific role) choose to express intended meanings by exploring the possibilities of
existing signification systems or, occasionally, by resorting to non-systematized signs, which they
invent or use in unpredicted ways” [19].

• Bounded Rationality. The term is used as defined, explained and endorsed in [20, 18, 14]. Since
it is a very rich concept, often applied as principle, there are many “models of bounded rational-
ity” [20] - including a Nobel Prize winner one (“psychology for behavioural economics” [16]).
It entails that almost any human undertaking - to be effective as regards the time required - must
be imperfect. In AI context, perfection suggests the ideal of mathematicians - and conventional
software developers too - to achieve algorithm-based optimisation. Just one unquestionable exam-
ple: “The problem is neither to admit that for any medical act (and for even stronger reasons as
regards nursing) “just in time” is a sine qua non condition, nor that bounded rationality is the only
practical means to achieve it [13]. Nevertheless, there is a double hindrance, due to a yet prevalent
mentality:

a) therapeutic decision-making is an exclusively human attribute;

b) non-algorithmic software is - if not nonsensical - applicable at most to toy problems” [5].

Hence, bounded rationality explodes in a fascicle of interrelated, versatile, and highly application-
dependent features. Examples: learning or negotiation strategies; most features meant to reduce
complexity (like the “zero-overhead rule” in generative programming).

• Time enters the picture threefold:

a) From left to right, it represent the very essence of paradigm shift in the sense of Kuhn (for some
conservatives unable to adapt the time to accomplish the shift can attain infinity; on the other
hand, children have no problem to “communicate” with their artificial playmates).

b) Explicitly, through the need to manage “Just In Time” rapidly changing situations.

c) Implicitly, by handling real-world parallelism. Here, parallelism is intrinsic to any interaction
(even between an interface agent and its owner), because interactants coexist in time. Of
course, distribution adds new facets to an already complex temporal dimension.

In short, to be effectual in e-World both users and software developers have to pass the mental Rubi-
con separating programs from agents. Indeed, agents are here to stay (even if not yet very intelligent);
“affective computing”, “semantic web”, “ambient intelligence” and so on, are more than slogans (they
are recognized as main IT development directions by EU-promoted acts [1]).

Thus, “What is certain?” in the section title goes beyond the necessary enquiry of uncertainty,
questioning the very essence of nowadays agent-oriented application development. For instance, even
when blending vigorous well established paradigms, research trends are in line with the suggestions in
the right part of Figure 1: “Interpretability is considered to be the main advantage of fuzzy systems over
alternatives like neural networks, statistical models, etc. [...] In the recent years, research has started to
focus on the trade-off between interpretability and accuracy [...]. Analysis of the model interpretability
and comprehensibility is always convenient, and it is a necessity when accuracy is not a model feature”
[15].

4 “Distributed” Revisited. A Solution becomes Problem

To distribute means “To divide and dispense in portions” implying a previous entirety able to be
divided [http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Distributed]. Paradoxically, the epistemic trouble with dis-
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tributed systems is that they are conceived, designed and implemented corresponding to the common
connotation of “Distributed” [11, 8]. Thus, “In distributed computing a program is split up into parts that
run simultaneously on multiple computers communicating over a network. [...] The main goal of a dis-
tributed computing system is to connect users and resources in a transparent, open, and scalable way. [...]
Distributed computing implements a kind of concurrency. It interrelates tightly with concurrent program-
ming so much that they are sometimes not taught as distinct subjects [...] If not planned properly, a dis-
tributed system can decrease the overall reliability” [http:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_computing].

“Distribution”, as “the act of distributing or the condition of being distributed; apportionment”
[http://www.thefreedictionary.com/distribution], is related to resource management (if something is plenty,
no need to apportion).

In short - and maybe oversimplified - there are four kinds of circumstances where, within the IT treat-
ment of the case, distribution - in its conventional meaning - can help (inside parentheses are examples)
[4]:

a) In space. Spatial distribution is the oldest and most familiar type of resource apportionment (equip-
ment components, process phases, networking, credit-card terminals).

b) In time. Time-sharing preceded its name (learning in schools, delegating authority, or reading on a
ride are much older than UNIX-like operating systems or parallel buses).

c) In organization. Any organism is based on distributed order (human body, company, state, flower).
For virtual enterprises it becomes a major raison d’étre.

d) In problem solving. “Divide et impera” was always a foremost strategy to fight complexity, chiefly
cognitive one (most reductionist theories, most methodologies - from Euclid’s algorithm to struc-
tured programming).

The difficulties begun when “distributed”, and “parallel” were perceived as quasi-synonymic in the
syntagm “distributed computing”. Moreover, epistemic confusion escalates when other debatable (se-
mantically antinomic) concepts generated even more doubtful pair of antonyms: “sequential”/“simultaneous”
(instead of “parallel”), “holistic”/“analytical” (instead of “reductionist”). A relevant case is related to the
basic metaphor of ANN: despite the same distributed neural network structure in both brain hemispheres,
an antinomic pair of functions is stated as “linear algorithmic processing” vs. “holistical algorithmic
processing” [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebral_hemispheres].

Here the reluctance to accept the paradigmatic shift that processing could be also non-algorithmic
(even in the left brain) generated a quasi-pleonasm (could a step-by-step procedure be nonlinear?) and
a quasi-contradiction (could a deterministic procedure be holistical?). As regards processing, the real
opposition is “sequential”/“parallel”, where parallelism involves distribution. For instance, “as regards
the learning process as such - prefixed with “e-” or not - the viewpoint is that human learning is best de-
scribed by the information-processing approach in cognitive psychology, in line with the ideas endorsed
in [2]: “Most modern information-processing theories are “learning-by-doing” theories which imply that
learning would occur best with a combination of abstract instruction and concrete illustrations”. Learn-
ing should be considered - in both humans and agents -as a process where most effectiveness is reached
through a blend of symbolic (“left-hemisphere”-like) and subsymbolic (“right-hemisphere”-like) modi
operandi” [5].

Though, confusion become delusion when “concurrency” and “distribution” were perceived as con-
ceptually close enough that agent-oriented applications - concurrent par excellence - could be effective
if they are designed using mechanisms conceived (and used successfully) for distributed systems. Since
that is a central claim of this paper, it must be elaborated a bit.

When designing distributed systems - examples above show it clearly - distribution was mostly part
of the solution not part of the problem. Indeed, in most cases, the problem was a whole and, iff it
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such a problem can be split into subproblems, the entirety is disaggregated, the subproblems are solved
and, finally, the partial solutions are re-aggregated. At the programming level they run in parallel and,
when accessing shared resources, need mutual exclusion. On the contrary, applications devised in line
with the “Computing as Interaction” paradigm - above all agent-based applications - entail at least two
interactants (the interface agent and its owner), evolving in parallel, autonomously but not independently
(since they interact as in any normal communication process: inform, wait, interrupt each other, etc.).
Briefly, they are concurrent processing threads; their programming entails multithreading. The crucial
software engineering problem is that, while an API (application programming interface) able to support
multithreading covers all requirements for mutual exclusion, the opposite is true just in very simple cases.
Worse, in most cases, designing concurrent applications with API intended for distributed systems results
in severe ineffectiveness. Hence, acknowledging the difference between distribution and concurrency is
paramount not just at epistemic level, but at engineering level too. A relevant step into diminishing
confusions was the different name given in C# to a instruction existing in Java, without changing its
semantics: “Synchronize” is now called “Lock” - expressing what it really does (tellingly, almost the
opposite of what its previous name claimed to do, since - to preserve coherence - it reduces parallelism).

5 Models, Methods, Mechanisms

Beside the structure as position paper, to give more weight to the assertions regarding the paradigm
shifts symbolised in Figure 1, results of recent research (in line with the paradigms endorsed above)
are abridged and commented upon. All software entities mentioned below are models, methods, and
mechanisms but they are abridged without grouping them corresponding to their kind, since they are
commented upon in software engineering papers, as well as in [6, 5] and papers referred to there.

There are three categories of mechanisms developed for affordable non-algorithmic agent-based ap-
plications in OHDUE:

A) Innovative mechanisms dedicated to “Computer-Aided x”, where x stays for almost any intellectual
activity, within the software engineering toolbox AGORITHM (AGent-ORiented Interactive Time-
sensitiveHeuristicMechanisms). So far they are implemented or in earlier development stages, but
only for solving toy problems or even in simple experimental models, for x = Decision, Learning,
Semiosis.

B) Existing mechanisms employed in previous research (before 2005, mainly in experimental models
for captologic virtual therapists, carried out as pseudoavatars). Their structure is based on common
API functions callable from a customary Java development environment.

C) Conceptualized within the framework of some PhD theses in preparation. To increase paradigmatic
relevance they are ordered in relation to Figure 1, that is focusing on the missing “L” in the toolbox
name. (Of course, a bijection is out of question.):

• Decision-Making with Future Contingents. DOMINO (Decision-Oriented Mechanism for
“IF” as Non-deterministic Operator). Developed primarily for decision making (typical ap-
plication: managing overbooking) it is meant to deal with undecidability due to any kind of
future contingents. It is a “three-output IF” where the semantics of the third value is a blend
of a Łukasiewicz “i” interpreted as “unknowable” and a Kleene “u” interpreted as “tempo-
rary lack of knowledge”. (In fact, the semantics of “Undecidable” is re’fined to “Undecidable
in the time span given”.)

• Analog Input. Scrollbar input is proposed for all kind of data: uncertain knowledge, intrinsi-
cally fuzzy, roughly estimated, etc.
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• Dynamic priorities. Are applied for:

a) fine-tuning agent priorities (mainly the features of Multi-Agent Systems) to manage situ-
ations “Just In Time”;

b) fading out retention in “thick time”;
c) boosting response of exception handlers.

• Exception-Driven Reactivity. Prompt response to asynchronous must be mostly stimulus-
driven because interaction between basically reactive entities. To respond promptly, inter-
rupts are reflected asynchronously in exceptions with dynamic propagation.

• Antientropic Self-Cloning. Developed to implement “strange loops” (via Gödelian self-
reference) as first step of investigating agent self-awareness, it means spawning an agent
identical to itself, preserving self-representation (its “I”), but with an enriched world model
(via Lamarckian evolution).

• Flexible Cloning. To reach efficient polymorphism the copies are purposely imperfect, spawn-
ing an agent quasi-identical to its parent; differences between clones become extensive only
after recurring cloning (a clone is just a “slightly altered alter ego”).

Unfortunately, the mechanisms listed above have - beside lacking validation in vivo (some of them
not even in ovo) - a double vulnerability: they are either incremental as regards the “Kelvin way of
thinking” or too loosely linked to new paradigms. Thus, what is their relevance? To break the vicious
circle - since there is no “methodology for paradigm shift” - to leave behind the rd Order Ignorance [3],
software should be considered “not a product, but rather a medium for the storage of knowledge. [...]
The other knowledge storage media being, in historical order: DNA, brains, hardware, and books. [...]
Software development is not a product-producing activity, it is a knowledge-acquiring activity.” (That is
neither fact, nor proof, it is just expectation.)

6 Conclusions and Intentions

a) Non-deterministic software is unavoidable; its development entails not just new design principles but
new computing paradigms.

b) Agent-oriented systems, to be effectual, should merge conventional agent design with approaches
employed in advanced distributed systems (where parallelism is intrinsic to the problem, not just
a mean to speed up).

c) the AGORITHM toolbox - still not sufficient as technological infrastructure for agent-oriented soft-
ware - is a good framework to go ahead.

d) The paradigm shift “from Kelvin to Zadeh” becomes urgent to keep pace with a rapidly changing
e-world.

e) Almost as corollary, these paradigm shifts entails also attitudinal ones: shifting from multi-, through
inter-, towards genuine trans-disciplinarity.

As regards the prospects of non-algorithmic agent-oriented software, short-term intentions include
enhancing the AGORITHM toolbox with two mini-ontologies:

a) Dynamic: I (agent), You (master), and Rest of the world.

b) Visual: Visual rules should simulate “the arrow of time”.
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Abstract: The portability, the object-oriented and distributed programming mod-
els, multithreading support and automatic garbage collection are features that make
Java very attractive for application developers. The main goal of this paper consists
in pointing out the impact of Java applications at microarchitectural level from two
perspectives: unbiased branches and indirect jumps/calls, such branches limiting the
ceiling of dynamic branch prediction and causing significant performance degrada-
tion. Therefore, accurately predicting this kind of branches remains an open problem.
The simulation part of the paper mainly refers to determining the context length in-
fluence on the percentage of unbiased branches from Java applications, the prediction
accuracy and the usage degree obtained using a Fast Path-Based Perceptron predictor.
We realize a comparison with C/C++ application behavior from unbiased branches
perspective. We also analyze some Java testing programs, built using design pat-

terns or including inheritance, polymorphism, backtracking and recursivity, in order
to determine the features of indirect branches, the arity of each indirect jump and the
prediction accuracy using the Target Cache predictor.
Keywords: object-oriented programs, branch prediction, indirect jumps/calls, unbi-
ased branches, benchmarking

1 Introduction

As the Internet evolves and becomes increasingly popular, the need for a portable programming lan-
guage becomes increasingly important. Providing a common language interface Java technology, that
includes Java language, Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and Java API, allows programs to be used across a
wide range of machine platforms from browsers, e-commerce, financial and bioinformatics applications
on desktop computing systems to software for real-time embedded systems (intelligent mobile phones,
palms, PDA, etc.). The portability, the object-oriented and distributed programming models, multithread-
ing support and automatic garbage collection are features that make Java very attractive for application
developers. In addition to portability, security and ease of application development has made it very
popular with the software community. According to Sun Microsystems, in 2007 there were more than
5 billion java enabled devices (desktops, phones, cards, settop boxes, etc), from among 2.1 billions are
phone handsets or PDA. Also, more than 6 million professional java developers are programming these
devices [1].

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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Besides, the last decade is characterized by the advance of visual or object-oriented applications and
the portability trend of many of them, as well as the usage of Dynamically-Linked Libraries. To support
polymorphism the object-oriented languages such as Java, C#, and C++ include dynamically-dispatched
function calls (i.e. virtual functions) whose targets are not known until run-time because they depend on
the dynamic type of the object on which the function is called. Virtual function calls are implemented us-
ing indirect jump/call instructions in the instruction set architecture (ISA). From microarchitectural point
of view object-oriented programming techniques exercise different aspects of computer architecture to
support the object-oriented programming style [2], [3]. The object-oriented languages have significantly
more indirect jumps than procedural languages. In addition to virtual function calls, indirect jumps
are commonly used in the implementation of programming language constructs such as switch-case
statements (with more than five options [3]), jump tables, indirect calls through function pointers, and
interface calls [4].

In current pipelined processor designs a particularly difficult challenge consists in target prediction
for indirect jumps and calls. Because the target of an indirect jump (call) can change with every dynamic
instance of that jump, predicting the target of such an instruction is really difficult. Such hard-to-predict
jumps not only limit processor performance and cause wasted energy consumption but also contribute
significantly to the performance difference between procedural and object-oriented languages. Simula-
tions made on Intel Core2 Duo processor analyzing suggestive applications such Matlab, Cygwin, Excel,
Firefox, Winamp and InternetExplorer show that about 41% of all jump mispredictions are due to indirect
jumps [5]. Besides indirect jumps/calls, another class of hard-to-predict branches consists in unbiased
branches. In two of our previous papers [6], [7] we found a minority of dynamic conditional branches
showing a low degree of polarization towards a specific prediction context since they tend to shuffle
between taken and not-taken. We called them unbiased branches and we have demonstrated that, irre-
spective of the prediction information length and type, used in the state of the art branch predictors, these
branches are characterized by low prediction accuracies (at average about 70%). We have demonstrated
that actual programs have a significant fraction of such difficult to predict branches that severely affect
prediction accuracy leading to performance degradation and additional power consumption, which are
very important especially in the embedded systems.

The main goal of this paper consists in pointing out the impact of Java applications at microarchi-
tectural level from two perspectives: unbiased branches and indirect jumps/calls, such branches limiting
the ceiling of dynamic branch prediction and causing significant performance degradation. Therefore,
accurately predicting this kind of branches remains an open problem. Following our aim, first we extend
our tool Advanced Branch Prediction trace driven Simulator (ABPS) [8] for analyzing (detecting and
predicting) unbiased branches from SPEC JVM98 benchmarks [9], a suite of eight standardized Java
applications proposed to better understand where performance bottleneck exist in the Java Virtual Ma-
chines and what optimizations are possible. We determine the context length influence on the percentage
of unbiased branches from Java applications, the prediction accuracy and the usage degree obtained using
a Fast Path-Based Perceptron (FPBP) predictor [10]. Also, we realize a comparison with the behavior of
C/C++ applications from unbiased branches perspective.

The differences between object-oriented and procedural applications from execution viewpoint on
ILP processors guided us to analyze some Java testing programs built using design patterns. Based on
these Java applications we illustrated that the two computer science components (software and hardware)
are just apparently "disjointed". Thus, in section 4 we describe six well-known design patterns [11],
[12] and applications developed based on them. Additionally, we created four simple applications that
include inheritance, polymorphism, backtracking and recursivity. These programs were execution-driven
simulated on "Dynamic SimpleScalar" environment (DSS) [13] in order to determine the features of
indirect branches, the arity of each indirect jump and the prediction accuracy using the Target Cache
predictor.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we illustrated comparatively the
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C/C++ and Java languages, emphasizing especially the differences between them from the execution
viewpoint on host architectures. Section 3 describes the implemented predictors used for studying un-
biased branches and indirect jumps/calls. Section 4 includes simulation methodology and presents the
benchmarks used for simulation. In section 5 we illustrate the experimental results obtained using our
developed simulator. Finally, section 6 suggests further work directions and concludes the paper.

2 Some differences between C/C++ and Java languages

C++ programming language was designed and implemented as an extension of C language that sup-
ports data abstraction, object-oriented concepts and generic programming, dedicated for desktop pro-
gramming. Unfortunately, it inherited also all problems fromC. Java was created as a new object-oriented
and distributed language, without compatibility constraints, mainly dedicated for small electronic devices
that embeds networking capabilities and has cross platform portability and also for Internet applications
programming. In Java were removed all the procedural programming concepts that proved to be danger-
ous or unsecured.

Unfortunately, the portability leads to decreasing the execution speed of Java programs. Thus, it was
observed that the interpreted Java bytecode is 30 times slower than an optimized C++ code. However,
just in time (JIT) compilers could produce considerable performance improvements over interpretation
(20 times) by removing dispatch overhead and applying some optimizations to the generated code. The
classes used by server applications are executed using JIT compilers in order to obtain high processing
performance. Though, the memory required by JIT compilers (additional space for the generated native
code, for profiling and other data structures) is very expensive especially in the case of embedded sys-
tems. For these systems are preferred native Java processors that use small memory and have a small
power consumption, and last but not least, have small costs, easy to support by any consumer. From this
reason, the modern researches try to optimize the Java virtual machines. Using server applications, when
Sun JVM was updated from the 3rd version to the 6th version the processing performance was improved
with 344%. Similarly, using desktop applications, the performance increases but not very spectacular [1].
Nowadays Java virtual machines use even dynamic metrics that optimize the JVM taking into account not
only the host processor but also the applications’ behavior. There are applications that run better if they
are written in Java than in C++. Simulation results on the SciMark benchmark have shown that Java runs
with 4% quicker than C++, and LINPACK benchmarks are slower with only 2% in Java against C++.
Also, the Garbage Collector is much quicker than dynamic memory allocation / de-allocation realized
with the malloc and free C++ instructions [1]. Thus, after releasing the last JVM version (JRE 6.0), Sun
Microsystems engineers claim that they destroyed the myth interpreted language means not performing.

3 Predictors implemented for studying unbiased branches and indirect
jumps/calls

For indirect branch prediction we considered a tagged Target Cache (TC) predictor first introduced
by Chang [15]. The Target Cache improves the prediction accuracy for indirect branches by choosing
its prediction from the last N targets of the indirect branch that have already been encountered. When
an indirect jump is fetched, both the PC and the globalHR (a history register that retains the behavior of
last k conditional branches) are used to access the TC for predicting the target address. As the program
executes, the TC records the target for each indirect jump target encountered. Our proposed scheme
uses for set selection the least significant bits of the word obtained by hashing (XOR) the indirect jump’s
address (PC) and the global history (globalHR). The most significant bits of this hashing form the Tag. In
the case of a hit in the TC the predicted target consists in the corresponding address belonging to that TC
set (field Adr from Figure 1). In the case of a misprediction, (the Tags coincide but the target addresses
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differ) after the indirect branch is resolved, the Target Cache entry is updated with its real target address.
We have implemented and simulated a P-way set associative TC, where P=1, 2, 4 like that presented in
Figure 1. In the case of a miss in the TC the prediction is considered wrong, it does not provide any value
and a new entry updated with the proper tag and target is added to the respective set, according with the
implemented LRU replacement algorithm.

Figure 1: The structure of Target Cache predictor

The most accurate single-component branch predictors in the literature are neural branch predictors
[10], [16] and [17]. Their main advantages consist in the possibility of using longer correlation infor-
mation at linear cost. The Perceptron predictor - the simplest neural branch predictor - keeps a table of
weight vectors (small integers that are learned through the perceptron learning rule) [16]. As in global
two-level adaptive branch prediction, a shift register records a global history of conditional branche out-
comes, recording true for taken, or false for not taken. To predict a branch outcome, a weight vector
is selected by indexing the table with the branch address modulo the number of weight vectors. The
dot product of the selected vector and the global history register is computed, where true in the history
represents 1 and false represents -1. If the dot product is at least 0, then the branch is predicted taken,
otherwise it is predicted not taken. Once the perceptron output has been computed, the training algorithm
starts: it increments the i-th correlation weight when the branch outcome agrees with the i-th bit from the
global branch history shift register and decrements the weight otherwise. Unfortunately, the high latency
of the perceptron predictor and its impossibility to predict the linearly inseparable branches makes it im-
practical yet for hardware implementation. In order to reduce the prediction latency, the Fast Path-based

Perceptron [10] chooses its weights for generating a prediction according to the current branch’s path,
rather than according to the branch’s PC and history register. The prediction latency is hidden due to the
speculative calculation of the perceptron’s output. Let PC be the current branch address, and PCi be
the ith most recent branch address in the path history. For the perceptron, each weight is chosen with
the same index based on PC. For the FPBP, each weight wi is chosen based on an index derived from
PCi. This provides path history information that can improve prediction accuracy, and spreading out the
weights in different entries also helps to reduce the impact of inter-branch aliasing. To implement the
FPBP, the lookup phase is actually pipelined over many stages based on the overall branch path / global
history length. Undertaken from [18], Figure 2 exposes a very intuitive scheme of Fast Path-based Per-

ceptron. For a branch at cycle t, the FPBP starts the prediction at cycle t - h using PCh. For each cycle
after t - h, the FPBP computes partial sums of the dot-product of weights vector and global history reg-
ister. Pipeline stage i contains the partial sum for the branch prediction that will be needed in i cycles.
At the very end of the pipeline, the critical lookup latency consists of looking up the final weight and
performing the final addition.
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Figure 2: The structure of Fast Path-based Perceptron predictor

4 Simulation Methodology and Benchmarking

Related to our evaluations on procedural programs, we collected results from different versions of
SPEC benchmarks: 3 integer (li, go, cc1) and 4 floating point (applu, apsi, fpppp, hydro) SPEC’95
benchmarks. From the integer SPEC2000 suite, we simulated 8 benchmarks (gzip, b2zip, parser, crafty,
gap, gcc, twolf and mcf ). We also simulated some SPEC’95 benchmarks in order to compare their
behavior with that of the more recent SPEC2000. All these benchmarks cover a lot of applications
ranging from compression (text/image) to word processing, from compilers and architectures to games
enhanced with artificial intelligence, etc. These programs were selected based on their characteristics: a
high number of indirect branches and high target entropy.

Recall that the majority of indirect branches are generated by object oriented programs. In software
engineering, after structured programming and object orientation, one of the most important innovation
with impact on the art of constructing software systems were design patterns [11]. It is hard to understand
and practice effective object orientation without being conscious of design patterns and their suitability
for the problem at hand. According to [19] a design pattern represents a formal way of documenting a
solution to a design problem in a particular field of expertise. In software engineering, a design pattern
is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem in software design. Using real-life
scenarios helps in understanding programming abstraction to some extent but do not provide the deep
insight that one gets by actually seeing these abstractions. A design pattern is not a finished design that
can be transformed directly into code. Patterns show how to build systems with good object oriented
design qualities. Most patterns allow some part of a system to vary independently of all other parts.
Patterns provide a share language that can maximize the value of communication between developers.

For indirect branch analysis of Java applications we simulated six design pattern applications [11],
[12] and also four other simple object-oriented programs: Jbytemark that sorts arrays of values through
many sorting methods, Queens_5 that uses inheritance and polymorphism for solving different problems
through recursive backtracking, Switch_06 that illustrates the indirect jump generation from switch/case
statements and Simple_Inheritance that uses polymorphism and treats uniformly the heterogenic array
of objects. Table 1 illustrates the characteristics of the design pattern applications [11], [12] used for
indirect branch analysis.

The results related to the indirect branch analysis illustrated in chapter V were obtained after simula-
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Table 1: Design Pattern characteristics
Design
Pattern

Application Characteristics

Strategy DuckSimulator It is a behavioral pattern that defines a family of
algorithms, encapsulate each one, and make them
interchangeable. Strategy lets the algorithm vary
independently on the clients that are using it. Ex-
ample: Adventure Game

Observer WeatherStation It is a behavioral pattern that defines a one-to-
many dependency between objects so that when
one object’s state changes, all its dependents are
notified and updated automatically. Example:
Newspaper subscription

Decorator StarbuzzCoffee It is a structural pattern that dynamically attaches
additional responsibilities to an object. Decora-
tors provide a flexible alternative to sub-classing
for extending functionality. Example: Dressing

a character in a social game

Factory
Method

PreparingPizza It is a creational pattern that defines an inter-
face for creating an object, but let subclasses de-
cide which class to instantiate. Example: Factory
methods

Template
Method

ServeingDrinks It is a behavioral pattern that defines the skele-
ton of an algorithm in an operation, deferring
some steps to subclasses. Template Method lets
subclasses redefine certain steps of an algorithm
without changing the algorithm’s structure. Ex-
ample: Searching in a database

State Gumball Ma-
chine Test

It is a behavioral pattern that allows an object to
alter its behavior when its internal state changes.
The object will appear to change its class. Exam-
ple: Automated Teller Machine.
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tion on 2.4 GHz Pentium IVmicroprocessor under Microsoft WindowsXP operating system, disposing of
Cygwin emulator. Taking into account that the simulation time of over 600.000.000 dynamic instructions
from aforementioned Java benchmarks vary between 35 minutes (Queens_5) and more than 24 hours
(jBytemark) we chose to limit the simulation to maximum 10 billion instructions. From the SPEC’95
suite we simulated 100 millions instructions, from the SPEC2000 set we simulated 500 millions instruc-
tions, whilst all Java applications were completely simulated (except JBytemark benchmark), the total
number of instructions ranging between 600 millions and 4290 millions instructions, respectively.

For indirect jump/call analysis we developed a cycle-accurate execution driven simulator (sim-jindir

[12]), derived from the sim-cache simulator of the Dynamic SimpleScalar toolset [13]. We modified it to
incorporate the indirect jump predictor proposed in Section 3 in order to measure the number of indirect
(static / dynamic) branches, the arity of each indirect jump and to predict targets of indirect jumps and
calls, respectively. DSS represents a standardized software tool used to simulate Java programs executed
on a Java Virtual Machine (in our case IBM Jikes Research Virtual Machine) and was created to extend
the SimpleScalar toolset [20]. Jikes RVM is a virtual machine that runs Java programs by compiling
them to native code at runtime. It comes with two Java bytecode to native code compilers. The fast
baseline compiler does not perform any optimizations. The optimizing compiler performs a complete
set of optimizations most importantly inlining and register allocation. The sim-jindir provides a wider
variety of configuration options. We can vary the TC associativity degree, the number of sets of TC,
the maximum number of instructions executed, the simulated benchmark, and the platform used for
simulation.

Table 2 illustrates the characteristics of standardized SPECJVM98 benchmarks [21] used for unbi-
ased branch analyze.

ABPS is a trace driven simulator used to analyze (detect and predict) unbiased branches. It is written
in Java and includes state of the art branch predictors such as Fast Path-based Perceptron predictor.
This request as inputs parameters: the number of entries in prediction table, the global history length,
the threshold value used by the learning algorithm, number of bits for storing the weights. ABPS can
detect unbiased branches or predict all branches or only those that are unbiased. The ABPS simulation
results consist in four important metrics. The prediction accuracy is the number of correct predictions
divided to total number of dynamic branches. We compute also a confidence metric that represents the
total cases when the prediction was correct and the perceptron did not need to be trained (the magnitude
of perceptron output was greater than the threshold) divided to the total number of correct predictions.
While the first two have impact on processor’s performance, the next two metrics have direct influence
on transistors’ budget and integration area (the number of perceptrons used in the prediction process and
the saturation degree of perceptrons). The saturation degree represents the percentage of cases when the
weights of perceptrons cannot be increased / decreased because they are saturated. If the last two metrics
are quite low means that the perceptrons are underused.

5 Experimental Results

Tables 3 and 4 illustrate comparatively the percentage of static / dynamic (indirect) branches within
the tested programs.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the arity of indirect branches from static and dynamic points of view,
respectively. The arity means the number of distinct dynamic targets of the same indirect jump/call.
This can be determined either after simulations or knowing profile information (identifying branch class)
either estimated through source code level analysis. After this process, monomorphic jumps/calls (having
a single target) can be successful predicted by a predictor without history (BTB), yet, for polymorphic
branch prediction (with two or more distinct targets) additional information are necessary.

Analyzing Tables 3 and 4 and Figures 3 and 4, we observe some significant differences related to
the behavior of Java applications against C/C++ applications at microarchitectural level, from indirect
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Table 2: SPEC JVM98 characteristics
Benchmark Characteristics

227_mtrt It represents a modification of 205_raytrace, a ray tracer that creates a pictorial
scene portraying a dinosaur. It uses a multi-threaded driver, where the threads
render the scene from an input file.

202_jess This benchmark is an expert system shell written entirely in Java. The intent
of Jess is to give Java applets the ability to "reason" by continuously applying
a set of rules. The workload used in the benchmark solves a set of puzzles.

201_compress Represents Java version of the 129.compress benchmark from the SPEC’95
benchmark suite, but improves upon that benchmark in that it compresses real
data from files using a modified Lempel-Ziv method (LZW). It is highly recur-
sive.

209_db It performs multiple database operations (insertion, removing, finding, sorting)
on a 1 MBytes memory resident database.

222_mpegaudio This benchmark is an application that decompresses audio files defined by the
ISO MPEG Layer-3 audio specification. The MP3 encoding technique allows
data compression of digital audio signals up to a factor of 12, without losing
sound quality as perceived by the human ear. The workload consists of about
4MB of audio data.

228_jack It represents a Java parser that is based on the Purdue Compiler Construction
Tool Set, in fact an earlier version of JavaCC compiler. The workload consists
of a file named jack.jack, which contains instructions used for the generation
of jack itself. This is fed to jack so that the parser generates itself multiple
times (highly recursive).

213_javac It represents the Java compiler from the JDK 1.0.2.

Table 3: Statistics about static (indirect) branches from the analyzed benchmarks
Testing programs
(1)

Average of in-
direct static
branches
(2)

Average of static
branches
(3)

Average percentage of indirect
static branches
(4) = (2)/(3)*100%

SPEC 95 59 4759 2.15%
SPEC 2000 57 8187 0.86%
Design Patterns 6765 16619 40.69%

Table 4: Statistics about dynamic (indirect) branches from the analyzed benchmarks
Testing pro-
grams
(1)

Average of in-
direct dynamic
branches
(2)

Average of dy-
namic branches
(3)

Average percentage
of indirect dynamic
branches
(4) = (2)/(3)*100%

Maximum per-
centage of in-
direct dynamic
branches

SPEC 95 432041 13807188 2.47 5.63%
SPEC 2000 790826 95218337 0.78 2.03%
Design Patterns 17904385 93676540 18.82 20.41%
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Figure 3: The arity of indirect branches from static point of view

Figure 4: The arity of indirect branches from dynamic point of view
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branches perspective: first, the percentage of dynamic indirect branches from Java testing programs
(maximum 20.41%) is much higher than that from procedural or object oriented C/ C++ programs (max-
imum 5.63%, see also [22]). The results are similar with those reported in [23]. According to Tao,
the performance results are different depending on the JVM mode of execution. In interpreter mode,
19.5% of all dynamic branches are indirect branches and 11.8% of all branches are polymorphic indirect
branches. In JIT compiler mode, 12.4% of dynamic branches are indirect branches and only 5% are
polymorphic branches. Second, the significant percentage of duomorphic branches from Java programs,
recommends using a minimum 2-way associative Target Cache structure for indirect branch prediction.
The very small percentage of dynamic polymorphic indirect branches from our proposed Java programs
could be due to the fact that these programs do not represent standardized benchmarks but only simple
testing programs. However, we consider that there are two major reasons for the high number of indirect
branches targets within Java applications: 1) as an object-oriented programming language, Java promotes
a polymorphic programming style in which late binding of subroutine invocations is the main instrument
for modular code design. With the help of virtual method table, the implementation chosen for Java
interpreters and compilers, it executes an indirect branch for every polymorphic call. More than that, in
Java, instance methods are virtually declared by default. If they are not explicitly declared final, they
can be overridden in subclasses. 2) Switch/case statements (in the bytecode translation routine of the
interpreter) and indirect function calls through pointers (calls to the dynamically shared native interface
libraries) from runtime interpretation and JIT compilation of bytecodes performed by the Java Virtual
Machine are subject to high indirect branch frequency.

Figure 5: The indirect branch prediction accuracy using a Target Cache Predictor with 512 entries

From Figure 5 we observe that indirect branch prediction accuracy increases as the associativity
degree of TC structure increases. The improvement is significant for a 2-way associative TC against
a direct mapped one (20%) whilst the improvements diminish to 2.58% for a 4-way associative TC
compared with a 2-way associative one. The results from Figure 5 are correlated with those from Figure
4 which show a high percentage of duomorphic and an insignificant percentage of polymorphic indirect
branches. The improvement of prediction accuracy from 96.11% to 98.59% is due to the miss conflict
and capacity miss accesses at a 2-way associative TC (that are solved by increasing the associativity
degree), but also to the smaller percentage of polymorphic indirect branches.

Analyzing procedural programs (SPEC’95 and SPEC2000), we have shown in [24] that the best
prediction accuracy of indirect branches obtained using a 8-way associative Target Cache with 128 en-
tries was 88.97%, for Target Cache capacities greater or equal with 256 entries the prediction accuracy
becoming saturated.

Figure 6 exhibit comparatively the behavior of procedural benchmarks (SPEC2000) versus object-
oriented benchmarks (SPEC JVM98) from unbiased branches perspectives. Repeating the detection
methodology for a length-ordered set of contexts used by us in [25] it could be observed how the
number of unbiased branches decreases within both procedural and object-oriented applications. On
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Figure 6: Reducing the number of unbiased branches by increasing global history length (GHL)

the SPEC2000 benchmarks the percentage of unbiased branches decreases in average from 25.12% to
9.26%. We consider that this value is still too high and further investigations are required. For the SPEC
JVM98 benchmarks the percentage of unbiased branches decreases from 8.87% to 5.80% (almost half
compared to the SPEC2000 integer benchmarks).

Figure 7: Fast Path-Based Perceptron prediction accuracies on SPEC2000 versus SPEC JVM98 bench-
marks using a table of 1024 entries

In Figure 7 we considered, comparatively on SPEC2000 versus SPEC JVM98 benchmarks, the im-
pact of unbiased branches on a FPBP predictor with a table of 1024 entries considering a global history
register of 32. We achieved on the SPEC2000 suite an average prediction accuracy of 95.21% on all
branches but the impact of unbiased branches still remained significant at 74.92%. However, in Java
benchmarks, the smaller percentage of unbiased branches has a lower impact on prediction accuracy.
The prediction accuracy obtained on all branches is very high - 98.57% at average and even unbiased
branches are predicted more accurately than those from the SPEC2000 integer benchmarks (where 11 of
12 are procedural applications).

Based on the number of perceptrons used, we determined the usage degree of perceptron table. This
metric will directly affect the prediction accuracy and indirectly the processing performance lost. The
reduced usage degree (39.77% in average on the SPEC2000 benchmarks) proves a high interference
degree in the perceptrons table, further diminishing the prediction accuracy, the only advantage being
the reduced integration area cost. However, this aspect has been not observed on the SPEC JVM98
benchmarks where the perceptron table is almost entirely exploited (99.65% in average).
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6 Conclusions and Further Work

Java technology from software for embedded systems to commercial and research applications and
also, visual, interactive and desktop applications are characterized by high percentage of indirect branches.
Unfortunately, the prediction accuracy of indirect branches is still very low because many indirect
branches have multiple targets that are difficult to predict even with specialized hardware. This pa-
per shows that besides indirect jumps, the unbiased branches represent another class of hard to predict
branches in Java applications that limits the ceiling of dynamic branch prediction and causes performance
degradation and additional power consumption.

Studying the impact of Java applications at microarchitectural level from branch prediction perspec-
tives we concluded:

• The percentage of dynamic indirect branches from Java testing programs (maximum 20.41%) is
much higher than that from procedural or object oriented C/ C++ programs (maximum 5.63%).

• The significant percentage of duomorphic indirect branches (>90%) from Java programs recom-
mends using a minimum 2-way associative Target Cache structure for indirect branch prediction.

• The prediction accuracy improvement is significant for a 2-way associative TC against a direct
mapped one (20%) whilst the improvements diminish to 2.58% for a 4-way associative TC com-
pared with a 2-way associative one.

• For Java benchmarks the percentage of unbiased branches decreases from 8.87% to 5.80% (almost
half compared to the C/C++ integer benchmarks).

• For Java benchmarks, the smaller percentage of unbiased branches has a lower impact on pre-
diction accuracy. The prediction accuracy obtained on all benchmarks is very high (98.57% in
average) and even unbiased branches are predicted more accurately than those from C/C++ integer
benchmarks. The lower percentage of unbiased branches occurred in Java benchmarks could be
determined by the reduced number of conditional branches from object oriented benchmarks com-
pared with procedural applications. It is well known that object-oriented programs contain many
methods with few instructions, and fewer conditional branches implicitly.

Hardware-software interface optimizations are not possible without a deeper understanding process that
requires an integrated vision about multiple stages of information processing, coded at different semantic
levels. A solution could consist in developing some "semantic predictors", based on High Level Lan-
guage (HLL) information whose importance related to the generation of indirect jumps (polymorphism,
indirect function calls, etc.) is proved by us. This might be a completely new approach in branch pre-
diction domain, where HLL semantics are often hidden. In order to efficiently use such information we
consider it will be necessary to have a significant amount of compiler support.
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Abstract: In this paper, a comparison between conventional RST polynomial control
by poles placement and RST flatness-based control is proposed. These approaches
were developed, in discrete-time formalism by carrying out a generation of a refer-
ence starting from a flat output and by then analyzing the tracking error in closed-
loop. The case of the thermal system, that we applied an output disturbance, was
considered by simulation to study the effectiveness of given flatness-based robust
controller with the integration of an anti-windup device, in terms of tracking trajec-
tory and disturbance rejection.
Keywords: Flatness, RST control, tracking trajectory, robustness, anti-windup.

1 Introduction

The flatness property was introduced by M. Fliess, J. Lévine, P. Martin and P. Rouchon in 1992 to pro-
pose a new strategy to control continuous nonlinear systems with good performances in term of tracking
trajectory. At first, the use of this property consists in the definition of an output trajectory allowing the
determination of the variables of the flat system. Secondly, it concerns the elaboration of the control in
closed- loop allowing to obtain a stable system giving place to a tracking of a desired trajectory with an
error which tends asymptotically towards zero [1, 2, 5, 18, 19].

Several techniques of control resulting from the theory of control were established and applied to
real systems, especially the RST polynomial control. The exploitation of robust control with an argued
choice for its design satisfying the control objectives in term of the tracking trajectory of reference as
well as the regulation in the presence of disturbances, constitute the object of this paper.

A comparison between this well-known conventional RST polynomial control and a recent approach
of a RST controller design based on the property of flatness of the mono-variable linear and controllable
systems are carried out by considering the case of the thermal process control.

2 Conventional RST polynomial control

2.1 Structure of RST controller by poles placement

In the RST control approach it is possible to impose poles in closed-loop and to carry out in a separate
way the objectives of tracking and regulation. In a discrete formalism, the blocks of RST controller are
given by figure 1, [4, 9, 12].

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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Figure 1: Conventional structure RST controller

H (q−) =
B(q−)

A(q−)
is the transfer function of the dynamic linear discrete system where the polyno-

mials A and B represent respectively the denominator and the numerator of the transfer function with
respective degrees nA and nB:

A
(

q−
)

= a +aq
− + ...+anAq

−nA (1)

B
(

q−
)

= b +bq
− + ...+bnBq

−nB (2)

The choice of the polynomials R, S and T allows to solve as well the problem of regulation as well
as of tracking. These polynomials are given by:

R
(

q−
)

= r + rq
− + ...+ rnRq

−nR (3)

S
(

q−
)

= s + sq
− + ...+ snSq

−nS (4)

T
(

q−
)

= t + tq
− + ...+ tnT q

−nT (5)

where nR = deg(R), nS = deg(S) and nT = deg(T ). The transfer function in closed-loop, in this case,
is given by:

HBF

(

q−
)

=
T (q−)B(q−)

A(q−)S (q−)+B(q−)R(q−)
(6)

The calculation of the polynomials R and S is carried out starting from the choice of the polynomial
P:

P(q−) = A(q−)S (q−)+B(q−)R(q−)

= p + pq
− + · · ·+ pnp

q−np
(7)

If deg(P) < deg(A)+ deg(B), this equation is regular and it can be written in the following matrix
form:
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where M ∈ ℜ(nA×nB) ×ℜ(nA×nB) is called Sylvester matrix. The coefficients of R(q−) and S (q−)

contained in vector x are given by:

x = M−MP (9)

For the determination of the coefficients of the polynomial T , in the case of the tracking of a desired
trajectory yck corresponding to a reference model:

Hm

(

q−
)

=
Bm (q−)

Am (q−)
(10)

we choose T (q−) = βB(q−), to obtain:

HBF

(

q−
)

= βB
(

q−
)

(11)

HBF

(

q−
)

= β
B(q−)Bm (q−)

Am (q−)
(12)

with taking β = 
B()

, a static gain in closed-loop equal to 1 is then imposed.

Figure 2: Detailed structure of RST regulator

2.2 Rejection of disturbances

Let us consider S (q−) the polynomial of the following form:

S
(

q−
)

=
(

−q−
)m

S ′ (q−
)

(13)

To reject a step disturbance, we can choose m =  with deg(S ′) = deg(S)−m.

2.3 Anti-saturation of the control

The direct implementation of RST controller often leads to a control signal whose amplitude can
be very important. In order to keep this amplitude in an acceptable interval [umin,umax], we add to the
structure of control an anti-windup device [4], d is the output disturbance and S∗ (q−) is a polynomial
defined from the relation bellow:

S
(

q−
)

= s +q−S∗
(

q−
)

(14)
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Figure 3: Conventional structure of RST controller with anti-windup device

3 Design of flatness-based controller

3.1 Determination of flat output

In this part, let us consider the discrete-time linear system Single Input Single Output (SISO), de-
scribed by the following equation:

A
(

q−
)

yk = B
(

q−
)

uk (15)

where yk and uk represent the output and the control signals respectively.

The flat output is a variable defined in continuous time; we consider the expressions of the polynomi-
als A(q−) and B(q−) in term of the operator q−, to be able to define thereafter the discrete flat output
of the system.

The system is considered as linear and controllable, consequently it is flat and its flat output zk is
given by [2]:

zk = N
(

q−
)

yk +D
(

q−
)

uk (16)

where N (q−) and D(q−) are polynomials which represent the solutions of the equation of Bezout:

A
(

q−
)

D
(

q−
)

+B
(

q−
)

N
(

q−
)

=  (17)

The flat output zk on which depend the output yk and the control uk, can be also seen as being the
partial state of a linear system [3]:

uk = A
(

q−
)

zk (18)

yk = B
(

q−
)

zk (19)

The knowledge of the flat output zk allows to determine the open loop control uk of the system.

3.2 Trajectories planning

The objective of the trajectories planning [17] is to determine an open-loop control ud (t), carrying
out the objective bringing a given system, of a certain initial state in a known final state:

ud (t) = B
(

zd (t) , ...,zd(α+) (t)
)

(20)

yd (t) = C
(

zd (t) , ...,zd(σ) (t)
)

(21)
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zd is the desired trajectory for the flat output that is sup(α +,σ) time continuously derivable.
If the objective is to reach two equilibrium points of balance:

(u(t) ,y(t) ,z(t)) and (u(t f ) ,y(t f ) ,z(t f )), where t and t f are the two times known in advance, it is
necessary to solve the problem of trajectory generation offline. A solution for the calculation of Zd(t),
vector of zd(t) and its successive derivatives, is given by the relation:

Zd (t) = M (t − t)c +M (t − t)c (22)

where M(t) and M(t) are the two following matrices:

M (t) =
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. . . . . .
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(23)
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t · · · · · · tn

n!













(24)

The vectors c and c can be defined from 20 and 21 by:

c = Zd (t) (25)

c = M−
 (t f − t)

(

Zd (t f )−M (t f − t)Z
d (t)

)

(26)

In the discrete-time formalism, the real output of system yk to be controlled, follows the desired
trajectory ydk expressed by:

ydk = B
(

q−
)

zdk (27)

The synoptic diagram of figure 5 summarizes the different steps as well as the necessary tools to
generate the desired trajectory ydk in a discrete-time formalism with considering the sampling period Te
[2, 5, 12].

Figure 4: Generation of the desired trajectory ydk

3.3 Flatness-based RST polynomial controller

The realization of flatness RST controller is carried out here by considering the method of direct
calculation of the state vector Zk =

(

zk zk+ · · · zk+n−

)T
, suggested in [2, 5].
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From the relations (20) and (21), we can determine the representation of state of the system in its
controllable form:

{
Zk+ = AZk +Buk,
yk = CZk,

(28)

with:

A=

















   · · · 


. . . 

. . .
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...
. . . . . . . . . 

 · · ·   
−a −a · · · −an− −an−

















, B=
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and

C=
(

b b · · · bn−

)

From this representation, we can write [5]:

Zk = O−
(A,C)

(

Yk −M(A,B,C)Uk

)

(29)

with the observability matrix is:

O(A,C) =











C
CA
...

CAn−











(30)

and the controllability matrix M(A,B,C) given by:

M(A,B,C) =



















 · · · · · · 
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. . .

...

CAB CB
. . .

...
...

. . . . . . 
CAn−B · · · CAB CB



















(31)

From [5], we obtain the flatness control law by the following relation [12]:

uk = K (q)zdk +(a− k)Zk (32)

where a and k are two constant vectors constituted by the ai and ki coefficients of the A(q−) and
K(q) polynomials given by: a =

(

a a ... an−

)

, k =
(

k k ... kn−

)

, where K(q) is a
polynomial containing the closed-loop poles. The realisable structure of RST controller by flatness with
q− operator can be then obtained by:

S
(

q−
)

uk = K (q)zdk +R
(

q−
)

yk (33)

where:
R

(

q−
)

= −(a− k)An−O−
(A,C)

Q (34)

S
(

q−
)

= +(a− k)
(

An−O−
(A,C)

M(A,B,C) −
(

An−B ... B
)

)

Q∗ (35)

and:
Q =

(

q−(n−) q−(n−) ... q− 
)T

, Q∗ =
(

q−(n−) q−(n−) ... q−
)T

.
The dynamics of the closed-loop is defined by the tracking polynomial K (q−) such as:
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A
(

q−
)

S
(

q−
)

+B
(

q−
)

R
(

q−
)

= K
(

q−
)

(36)

This relation represents the Bezout equation already defined in the traditional approach of RST con-
troller. The choice of poles must be well optimized in order to satisfy the desired performances. This
step appears the fundamental contribution of the exploitation of the flatness property in the design of
such controller.

Indeed, the choice of the closed-loop poles corresponds to this of the tracking model of a desired
trajectory and more precisely, to the poles of the K(q) polynomial.

4 Study of the robustness

4.1 Disturbances rejection and noises attenuation

By using the principle of the internal model, a deterministic disturbance can be rejected by consider-
ing in the transfer function of the direct chain an integrator. In fact, in order to obtain a robust controller,
the polynomial S (q−) must have a term in (−q−) which allows the rejection of static disturbance
present on the output signal. Moreover, to introduce a filtering effect into a certain zone of frequencies,
the principle of the blocking of the signal is often used by forcing the system to behave as an open loop
system at these frequencies; what is equivalent to impose of the zeros in polynomial R(q−). This led so
that polynomial R(q−) contains a term of (+q−) making it possible to ensure an attenuation of the
noises effect in high frequencies on the system input [4, 6].

Thus, the following polynomials HS (q−) and HR (q−) are introduced into the model of the system:

HS

(

q−
)

= −q− (37)

HR

(

q−
)

= +q− (38)

By taking in account of these pre-specified fixed parts, polynomials R̃(q−) and S̃ (q−) of new RST
controller can be expressed by:

R̃
(

q−
)

= HR

(

q−
)

R
(

q−
)

(39)

S̃
(

q−
)

= HS

(

q−
)

S
(

q−
)

(40)

In addition, the dynamics of the regulation is defined by the choice of the dominant and auxiliary
poles of polynomial K (q−) of the closed loop given by the relation:

A
(

q−
)

HS

(

q−
)

S
(

q−
)

+B
(

q−
)

HR

(

q−
)

R
(

q−
)

= K
(

q−
)

(41)

In order to take in account the pre-specified parts in the design of the new controller, it is enough to
consider the increased model governed by the following transfer function:

H̃
(

q−
)

=
B(q−)HR (q−)

A(q−)HS (q−)
(42)

Then, it is a question to redo the calculations of flatness-based RST controller using the method
presented previously.
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4.2 Analyze of the controller robustness

In order to maintain nominal performances in rejection of disturbances and in the presence of mod-
elling errors, the sensitivity functions defined below, are calibrated and recomputed so as to satisfy the
performances required. The sensitivity functions are given according to the type of disturbance to con-
sider. By considering the three types of following disturbances: output-input disturbances and noises of
measurement, we can thus deduce the output-input functions of sensitivity described in [4, 6]:

• Output disturbance: represented by the transfer function Syd (q−) between the output disturbance
d(t) and the system output y(t):

Syd
(

q−
)

=
A(q−) S̃ (q−)

A(q−) R̃(q−)+B(q−) S̃ (q−)
=

A(q−) S̃ (q−)

K (q−)
(43)

• Input disturbance: represented by the transfer function Sud (q−) between the output disturbance
d(t) and the input u(t):

Sud
(

q−
)

=
−A(q−) R̃(q−)

K (q−)
(44)

The study of the robustness of the developed RST controller is based on the frequencies analysis
of the modules of the various functions of sensitivity. Desirable templates for the sensitivity functions
will be defined through the constraints of imposed performances and tolerated robustness margins. The
purpose is to have the disturbance output sensitivity function inside the upper and lower templates as
shown further in figures 14 and 15. Also, input sensitivity function must have a decreasing shape meaning
that the controller is insensitive to noise.

5 Saturation effects

The additive static disturbances cause generally the increase in the amplitudes of the control signal
applied to the system exceeding certain limit values. This especially presents a problem in the control
of process by digital computers having thresholds in tension not to exceed on the level of their input-
outputs. Consequently, it is necessary to design a device of anti-saturation according to the technique
already developed in [4], where the law of control has the following forms:

uk = K (q)zdk − R̃
(

q−
)

yk − S̄
(

q−
)

uk− (45)

with:

S̃
(

q−
)

= +q−S̄
(

q−
)

(46)

In addition, by considering umin and umax respectively the lower and higher limits of the control
saturation, we obtain:

ūk =






uk i f umin ≤ uk ≤ umax

umax i f uk > umax

umin i f uk < umin

(47)

However, it is possible to impose certain dynamics when the system leaves the saturation. This is
illustrated in figure 5. The desired dynamics is defined by the polynomial PS (q−) given by equation
(48).

PS
(

q−
)

= − exp

(

Te

τsat

)

q− (48)
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where τsat indicates a time-constant of a system of first order. It is it should be noted that outside

of saturation, umin < uk < umax, this mechanism of anti-saturation is equivalent to block


S̃ (q−)
of RST

controller given by figure 5.

Figure 5: Diagram of flatness-based RST controller with taking in consideration of anti-saturation

Finally, the new control law of the flatness-based polynomial controller in the presence of saturation
(47) is given by the expression:

PS
(

q−
)

uk = K (q)zdk − R̃
(

q−
)

yk −

(

S̃
(

q−
)

+ exp

(

Te

τsat

))

ūk− (49)

In the following part, a comparative study between the two laws of RST polynomial controllers, RST
flatness-based control and conventional RST polynomial control, is carried out by digital simulation by
considering the case of the thermal process control.

6 Application to the control of a thermal system

6.1 Modelling of the thermal system

The thermal process whose simplified diagram is given by figure 6, is constituted of a tube of constant
volume V [m] and of a heating resistance Rc connected to a direct current power supply u(t) applied
to resistance for heating the air entering at a desired temperature by Joule effect 6, C [J.m−.◦K−] is
the specific heat constant of air, TE [◦K] the ambient temperature, f j [m

.s−] the air rate flow entering
according to the aperture of the valve j. The purpose of the control approach is to regulate the temperature
TS [◦K] of the outgoing air at the constant temperature, given that the air flows into the tube with an initial
temperature TE [◦K] and at the flow rate f j [m

.s−].

Figure 6: Simplified diagram of the thermal process

The flow rate signal is assumed piecewise constant and can be vary by changing the throttle position
j.

The model of the thermal process, dependent, primarily of the valve position, if it is admitted that the
temperature of the entering air remains constant, the transfer function of the model is given by [10, 16]:
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G(p) =
ke−τ p

+Tcp
(50)

where k is the delay, T is the time-constant of the process and p is the Laplace operator. For an
ambient temperature equal to C, the identified parameters of G(p) are: k = ., τ = .s and Tc =

.s [10, 11, 16].
The corresponding discrete-time transfer function is then given by:

G
(

q−
)

=
.q− +.q−

−.q−
(51)

Te is the sampling period selected equal to .s.

6.2 Determination of the desired trajectory

Let us consider thatB() = 0.7875 , we choose to generate the trajectory expressed in continuous
time zd (t) according to the following polynomial form:

zd (t) =






yd(t)

B()
, i f  ≤ t ≤ t

Poly(t) , i f t ≤ t ≤ t f
yd(t f )
B()

, i f t ≥ t f

(52)

By taking the transition times t = s and t f = s, and choosing the polynomial Poly(t), like
reference trajectory between these two moments:

Poly(t) =
(

  
)

(M (t − t)c +M (t − t)c) (53)

The desired trajectory zd calculated is represented on figure 7.
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Figure 7: Desired trajectory zd(t)

6.3 Conventional RST controller by poles placement

The tracking polynomial K(q) is obtained by discretizing of the continuous model as third order
system formed by the setting in cascade of two subsystems of which one is of second order, characterized
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by ωn = .rad.s− and ξ = ., and the other first order one having a time-constant τ = .s . It becomes
then:

K (q) = q −.q +.q−. (54)

Simulations were carried out by considering the following conventional RST controller polynomials:

R
(

q−
)

= .−3.216q− +1.015q− (55)

S
(

q−
)

= +0.1724q− −0.5306q− −0.6419q− (56)

T
(

q−
)

=
K (q−)

B()
= −0.09915+0.7326q− −1.575q−+1.27q− (57)

The simulation results show that the response of the thermal process presents an important tracking
error. The thermal process presenting one zero unstable it is thus with no minimum of phase that explain
the response of the system given in figure 8.
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Figure 8: Conventional RST control: y the real system output and yd the desired output
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Figure 9: Conventional RST control: Control signal
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Figure 10: Conventional RST control: Tracking error

6.4 Flatness-based RST controller

The tracking polynomial K(q) is selected starting from the discretization of the continuous tracking
model considered as third order system. Consequently, we deduce the flatness-based RST regulator
polynomials designed by flatness are bellow:

R
(

q−
)

= 0.6554−0.3274q− (58)

S
(

q−
)

= +0.2681q− +0.2069q− (59)

leading to the results of figures 11, 12 and 13.
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Figure 11: Flatness-based RST control: y the real system output and yd the desired output

The results in figures 11, 12 and 13 underline the importance of the implementation of flatness-based
controller in term of trajectory tracking. In fact, we notice in addition that the tracking error in the
case of first approach RST is significant compared with that obtained by flatness-based controller. Thus,
the flatness property is very interesting in terms of planning and tracking trajectory exploited for the
development of a closed-loop system with high performances.

The results of figures 14 and 15 show that the controller obtained is robust considering the sensitivity
functions which remain inside the specified templates of robustness [4]. In addition, we underline the
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Figure 12: Flatness-based RST control: Control signal
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Figure 13: Flatness-based RST control: Tracking error
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Figure 14: Output sensitivity function |Syd| case of output disturbance
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Figure 15: Input sensitivity function |Sud| case of input disturbance

robustness of such controller related to the static disturbance and the high frequency noises rejection is
clearly guaranteed. Moreover, the input sensitivity function presents attenuation in the high frequencies
which define an elimination of noises in the input.

7 Conclusion

In conclusion, the study of the thermal process control shows that flatness-based RST regulator ended
in a regulation of the robust and powerful type RST in term of tracking trajectories compared with such
obtained by the use of the conventional polynomial RST controller. The design of flatness-based RST
controller, depending on the choice of the poles of the tracking dynamic system and on the desired
trajectory, allowed the satisfaction of the templates imposed by the typical values of the robustness
margins.
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Abstract: A computerized system has been discussed. It assists group discussion
done in a classroom in the way that, first, it presents a topic with the relevant choices,
second, each student selects a choice and sends it to the server, third, the server deter-
mines the groups according to the choices and other information, forth, it sends to the
students’ cell phone the group information with each choice, lastly, students actually
make group according to the given information then start to discuss. Relating to the
system, this paper describes the configuration of the proposed computer system, two
aspects of group division(difference in learning and similarity in learning), the algo-
rithm of the group division, and the execution process of actual group discussions,
assisted by this system, about specific topics.
Keywords: Group division, Discussion support system, Algorithm

1 Introduction

Computer-assisted collaborative learning and group learning have become more popular with the
development of e-learning systems. The computer system which is characterized by the algorithm for
dividing one class of students into several groups for group discussion is discussed (Akahori, 1997).
This computer system is used for the group division, however, it is not used in the later group discussions
because the actual discussions are made as traditional face-to-face communication activities. Thus the
computer system can be also called the computer-assisted, group discussion support system. Concretely
speaking, this system divides one class into multiple groups according to students’ answers of a dis-
cussion topic by using a specific algorithm, and each student is notified of the names of the members
who belong to the same group. The students then form groups according to the notified information,
exchange opinions, and discuss the topic to increase understanding. As almost all students have their
own cell-phones, the computer server collects information necessary from students and distributes infor-
mation to students via cell-phones.

Although the configuration of the above computer system and the algorithm of the group division
are presented in this paper, the criteria of the group division has not been discussed in terms of their
educational characteristics. This paper deals with not only the mathematical criteria(Kitagaki, 2008) but
also the educational characteristics of two criteria: similarity in learning and difference in learning both
of which are exemplified. This paper also describes the execution process of actual group discussions,
assisted by this system, about specific topics.

Relating the algorithm shown in this paper, we have already discussed how to make group divisions
when a test problem and the answers are the topic for discussion(Kitagaki et.al., 2007). In this case, I
divided a student class based on the students’ answers to the test. That is, values 1 and 0 were assigned
to the right and wrong answers of the test respectively, and the class was divided into groups according
to these assigned values. On the other hand, there are no concepts of correct/wrong answer in discussion.

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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Figure 1: System configuration.

Thus the previous paper has been extended theoretically to make a revised paper this time. In the case
of discussion, there could be the concepts of similar remarks and different remarks. Thus it is rational to
deal with the choices so that we let them have ’distance’ between 0 and 1.

2 Discussion Support System

Discussion support system is implementing the system flow shown in Figure 1.

1. To register student attribute list: As the initial process of the proposed system, it is necessary to
register student’s name, number, the mail address, sex and so forth. Among these, mail address is
used for sending relevant URL and their names are used for students to know all the group member.
These registrations are done on a Web page. The URL of the page is informed to all students in
advance.

2. To determine a topic with its choices for discussion: There could be usually installed many topic
for discussion. The teacher selects a topic among them. Then the computer sends the URL for
browsing the topic to all discussants.

3. To gather the answer data as a choice: All students make an access to the URL mentioned in (2),
then read the topic and the choices. They select a choice among the choices for the given topic
then send it to the server. All the answer are gathered and stored in the server.

4. To make groups: The computer server makes the group division according to the student’s answer
as transaction data. The basic idea of the group division is explained in the later section. In the
actual administration, the following parameters and the necessary information ought to be inputted
prior to the group division: the value with which a topic is discussed.: the difference of choices in
their contents.: the number of a group constituents

When the information of group division is obtained as a processed result, it is possible for a teacher
to add, to it, remarks to each group, remarks to each individual and remarks to the all.
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5. To Inform each student of the group member, selected choice, teacher’s remarks: The computer
server sends to each student’s mail address the group members, each answer and the remarks above
if any.

Through the process above, each student is informed the name of all member which belong to the
same group. Then, each group gathers somewhere inside or outside of the classroom and starts to
deeply consider the topic by discussion. In the actual classroom it could be that the students don’t
know each other, thus, in order to make the students’ group making easier, it is desirable for the
server to allocate a group ID to each group and send the ID with the group information mentioned
above.

3 Two aspects of criteria for group making

A community, in general, is made under some sort of homogeneity: similar thought, similar culture,
and so forth, leading to its stable existence. On the other hand, group making for developing creative
products which may be called as a small community, often needs heterogeneity such as different idea,
different situation, and so forth. Thus which is valuable criterion, homogeneity or heterogeneity, will
naturally depend upon the objective, characteristics and others of making the relevant human groups.
Upon the consideration, I here discuss the criteria in the case of educational objectives in a classroom.

1. difference in learning: I here raise the example of regarding difference in learning in a classroom.
Let us suppose that students make groups and discuss the physical problem/solution in physics. In
this case it is natural to think that there could be only one correct answer/solution, which will be
proved provided the relevant experiment is done. Thus if there happened to be different answers in
the group, it could be valuable to makethe difference clear and discuss which idea will be correct,
leading to extensive thinking a new idea. As various predictions done by the students may be
converged to get a correct answer by observing the experiment for verification, fruitful discussions
will be anticipated to proceed.

As an another example, a management game in a classroom will be raised where several groups
compete with each other for profit in order to survive. One group may be called as a company,
which generally consists of different role of constituents. If we think those constituents ought to
be selected regarding different ability/characteristics, it is important to set difference in learning as
a criterion for making appropriate groups.

2. similarity in learning: If student’s values is important in order to get a solution as learning, there
will be a case where similarity is regarded in making students’ groups. Let us suppose that students
plan to go abroad in a group for a learning objective thus the teacher at first surveys the place which
each student wants to visit. If the places proposed in a group locate near to each other in a group, it
gets possible for them to visit all the places as one trip. Consequently, I can summarize that, in the
case of regarding values in order to do the group based determination, the criterion of similarity in

learning ought to be used.

4 Method of group division

In accordance with the previous section, group division using student’s choice of an answer can be
made by two kinds of criterion as the followings.

1. difference in answers: Groups are made so that choices of each member may be different from
those of others as much as possible.
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2. similarity in answers Group are made so that choices of each member are similar with those of
others as much as possible.

Two criteria are reverse in their evaluation of ’goodness’. Thus it is enough only to explain criterion
(a). As for the criterion (a), two methods have been proposed(Kitagaki, 1996; Kitagaki et.al., 1981).
The proposed system in this material adopts the simpler method(Kitagaki et.al., 1981). The algorithm is
outlined below.

topic sets: M
topic: mi(∈M)

value of the topic: v(mi)

group sets: G
relevant group: g(∈ G)

bigness of group ’g’: | g |

discussant(student): x j(∈ g)

selected choice: a(mi,x j)

difference of choices selected by discussant x j

and discussant xk : d{a(mi,x j),a(mi,xk)}
goodness of group division using criterion (a): αg

goodness of group division using criterion (b): α
′
g

goodness per capita of group division: β
In the definition above, both of ’value of the topic’ and ”difference of choices selected by discussant

x j and discussant xk’ are the value between 0 and 1. The ’bigness of group g” is the number of a group.
The number is not always the same for all group. But its algorithm is abbreviated here. All the said
variables have to be determined in advance. The ’goodness per capita of group division β ’ is determined
as the following.

αg =
∑

mi∈M

∑

x j∈g
v(mi)

⋃

k

{d{a(mi,x j),a(mi,xk)}} (1)

β =
∑

g∈G
αg/

∑

g∈G
| g | (2)

In the equation [2], group division which makes the value maximum is the optimal solution. In order
to get the optimum, however, it is necessary to administrate the calculation for all the combination of
groups. It is actually difficult to get it because of time for its calculation. Thus a simple method is im-
plemented(Kitagaki et.al., 1980) as the following. Its example deals with the case that thirty discussants
are divided into ten groups with three discussants each.

As the initial status, I suppose that the computer fix the discussants x, . . . ,x as shown in ’n=1’
Figure 2, and define the value of β in eq.[2] as β. Then I let it compare cell1 with each cell thereafter
one by one. First, let it exchange cell1 x for cell2 x to obtain the pattern as shown in ’n=2’ then get the
value as β,. It is clear that β, is same as β in their value. Thus there is no reason to exchange thus it
ought to be withdrawn. Second, it is obvious that the exchange of x and x leads to the same result as
above. It is cell1 and cell4 that has actual meaning of exchange because they belong to different groups
in the initial pattern. If β is bigger than(or equal to) β,, the computer regards the pattern of ’n=4’ as
not better pattern than the one of ’n=1’ then the exchange ought to be withdrawn. On the other hand, if
β is smaller than β,, it regards the pattern of ’n=4’ better than the one of ’n=1’ then the exchange ought
to be withdrawn. On the other hand, if β is smaller than β,, it regards the pattern of ’n=4’ better than
the one of ’n=1’ then the exchange ought to be done to get the new pattern. Based upon the new pattern,
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it searches for a better pattern.(In the new pattern, the content of each cell is re-designated in the way
that the content of cell’i’ are written as xi (i=1,30). It means that the new pattern is shown as x1. . . x30
from the leftmost column to the rightmost column.) The search for the better pattern is succeeded in the
same way. If the comparison of cell1 and cell30 has been done, cell2 becomes the base of comparison.
The exchange of cell2 and cdll3 is done as shown in the pattern of ’n=31’, resulting in meaning nothing,
followed by the exchange of cell2 and cell4 in ’n=32’.

Consequently, the exchange of two cells are done in the following order, and as a result, the number
of exchange becomes 870(=29*30) in all.( Actually the exchange of two cells in a group ought to be
omitted.)

cell1 and cell2, cell1 and cell3, cell1 and cell4,cell1 and cell5, ’Ś,cell1 and
cell29, cell1 and cell30

cell2 and cell3, cell2 and cell4, cell2and cell5, ’Ś,cell2 and
cell29, cell2 and cell30

cell3 and cell4, cell3 and cell5, ’Ś,cell3 and
cell29, cell3 and cell30
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

cell29 and cell30

n=1

cell1 cell2 cell3 cell4 cell5 cell6 … cell28 cell29 cell30

…

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 … x28 x29 x30

n=2

cell1 cell2 cell3 cell4 cell5 cell6 … cell28 cell29 cell30

…

x2 x1 x3 x4 x5 x6 … x28 x29 x30

n=4

cell1 cell2 cell3 cell4 cell5 cell6 … cell28 cell29 cell30

…

x4 x2 x3 x1 x5 x6 … x28 x29 x30

g1 g2 g10

g1 g2 g10

g1 g2 g10

Figure 2: The exchange of two cells(in the case that a classroom consists of thirty students).

Supposing the number of discussant to be ’n’, the number of the said exchange becomes ’n(n-1)’.
For each exchange, the computer gets the value of β , then the optimal group division is obtained.

If method (b) shown in the beginning of this section is implemented for group division criterion, we
have only to use eq.[3] instead of eq.[1].

α
′
g =

∑

mi∈M

∑

x j∈g
v(mi)

⋃

k

{−d{a(mi,x j),a(mi,xk)}} (3)

5 The administration of discussion classroom

As a topic for the proposed discussion, I raised a topic of career development to which most students
might be relevant. The topic relates the consideration on the answer in an interview in job hunting. I
administrated the classroom discussion four times. In every administration, the same topic was used.
Two experimental administrations are discussed below.
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experimental 1(E1) Fifteen Hiroshima University students served as subject(twelve undergraduate stu-
dents and three graduate students). Among them, nine students were science in major., Jul. 26,
2007.

experimental 2(E2) Fourteen Hiroshima University students served as subject(seven undergraduate stu-
dents and seven graduate students). Among them, nine students were science in major., Nov. 11,
2007.

Table 1: A questionnaire and the answer [6]

Q:  What worker do you want to be? 

A: As human is not working alone, I want to be a worker regarding 

communication with others in the actual work where I should say whatever 

necessary to say and listen to them whenever to do that .  

# As your remark for the underlined parts, select a choice that is nearest to it. 

1. The expression is vague and fuzzy thus have little impact. 

2. No fresh awareness as a new comer. can be felt. 

3. Everybody can say that thus little impact are there.  

4. It is the president of a company to say that.  Thus, if the matter gets 

worse, it may give them a feeling of impoliteness. 

In both of E1 and E2, I used the same room and implemented the same topic which consists of two
rounds, R1 and R2, that is, two ’Question-Answer’ set. But the students were different in those two
experiments. In either round, the question exemplified in Table 1 was used. In its actual administration, I
let the students inform others in a group of the choice which each student has selected then discuss what
would be a better answer for the given answer. Lastly I let them make and write a better answer then
offer it as a report with of their consensus.

As most students in a group were not acquainted with each other, it was assumed that, when the
information of a group member were presented in the step of Figure 1(5), it gets difficult for them to
make a group. Thus ID number proper to each group was informed all the classroom, leading to easier
making groups. Addition to that, as group leaders is necessary in order to facilitate the discussion well,
how to determine a leader in a group was also informed them. Discussion time was set to nearly fifteen
minutes, which was also informed them as a comment.

After each administration of R1 and R2, the following questionnaires have been examined to all the
students.

(Influence of selecting a choice on the discussion flow)

1. I don’t think that the information of a choice selection had an influence on the relevant discussion
flow. In other words, discussion flow must have been the same as the one without selecting a
choice.

2. I think that the information of a choice selection had an influence on the relevant discussion flow
to some extent.

3. I think that the information of a choice selection had an influence on the relevant discussion flow
to great extent.
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Table 2: Answer data processing of ’influence of selecting a choice’
(a)basic statistics

number of students X σ
condition selecting a choice

(%)

1 2 3
(E,R&R) 0.30 0.57 0.13 1.90 0.65
(E,R&R) 0.07 0.46 0.46 2.39 0.61

(E&E,R&R) 0.19 0.52 0.29 2.10 0.69
Number of the students is fifteen 15 in E1, and fourteen in E2.

X : average, σ : standard deviation

(b)Z-test(using normalized distribution)

m
condition 1 2 3

(E1, R1&R2) −.∗ 0.86 .∗

(E2, R1&R2) −.∗ −.∗ .∗

(E1&E2, R1&R2) −.∗ -1.15 .∗

∗ Hypothesis ’X=m’ has been rejected (p < 0.01), Z =
(X −m)

√
N

σ

In R1 and R2, presented topics were the same type thus those answers were added to have been
statistically processed altogether. The result is shown in Table 2(a). There is also shown the result in the
case that E1 and E2 were combined in their data.

From the test result shown in the table, the average choice for the questionnaire is said to be 2(or
in-between 2 and 3). It means that their average remark is that selecting a choice has an influence on the
discussion flow as their awareness.

Besides the experiment shown in this material, I have done the questionnaire survey comparing crite-
rion (a) with criterion (b) shown in the rd section supposing the case that groups were divided according
the criterion (b). As their awareness, it got obvious that they felt more fruitful in their discussion with
variety of choices in a group than that with a similar choices.

6 Conclusion

This paper discussed a computerized system which assists group discussion done in a classroom.
First, configuration of the system was explained. Second, two aspects of criteria for making groups,
similarity in learning and difference in learning have been discussed. Third, a math. model for group
division was presented. A trial of administrating a classroom discussion was done.

In its administration, a topic and the choices were presented to the students, each student selected
a choice and sent it to the server, the server determined the groups, then it sent to the students the
group information with each choice. From the administration, it got clear that the discussants have
the awareness that letting them know their selected choice each other gave an influence on the further
discussion flow.
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Abstract: Bayesian networks encode causal relations between variables using prob-
ability and graph theory. They can be used both for prediction of an outcome and
interpretation of predictions based on the encoded causal relations. In this paper we
analyse a tree-like Bayesian network learning algorithm optimised for classification
of data and we give solutions to the interpretation and analysis of predictions. The
classification of logical – i.e. binary – data arises specifically in the field of medical
diagnosis, where we have to predict the survival chance based on different types of
medical observations or we must select the most relevant cause corresponding again
to a given patient record.
Surgery survival prediction was examined with the algorithm. Bypass surgery sur-
vival chance must be computed for a given patient, having a data-set of  medical
examinations for  patients.
Keywords: Bayesian networks, classification, medical data analysis, causal discov-
ery.

1 Introduction
In this paper we analyse tree-like Bayesian network (BN) implementation for medical data classifi-

cation. We consider a general case for data attributes, where the observations can be both continuous
and discrete, and - general to almost all medical data - missing observations also can occur. We aim to
establish causal relationships between variables representing medical examinations. Whilst interested in
a good classification performance, we also want to interpret and analyse the predictions in terms of the
encoded causal relations.

The database we used consists of  medical examinations of  people containing both discrete and
continuous observations. The task is thus to predict the surgery survival chance based on the available
data – the medical examinations [1, 2], and analysis of impact of a specific examination on patient
survival. Partial observability characterises the database, the number of missing values is .

Our aim is to predict target variables value – survival – for a particular patient and to obtain the “most
relevant” variables affecting the output of the classifier. Of equal interest is to analyse the decisions in
terms of encoded relationships between data attributes. This analysis is usually done to provide support
for physicians. We encode the dependencies between the class variable and the observations using a tree
with root node the class variable. The other attributes are inside the tree with coresponding conditional
probability tables “learned” from the data-set. Finding the most appropriate structure is an extremely dif-
ficult task. We reduce the complexity of constructing the tree of immediate causal relationships between

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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class variable and observations [3]. A tree-like Bayesian network structure was inferred from the data
[4], where the root of the tree is the class variable and remaining nodes are attributes. Direct causal rela-
tions between attributes and class variable were revealed in the first phase of the algorithm, constructing a
Naive Bayesian network. Attribute-attribute correlations were searched based on Chow-Liu’s algorithm
in the second phase of the algorithm. In practical situations we also have to face the problem – general
to almost all medical data – of missing observations for some patients, meaning incomplete data items;
this issue can also be considered in a principled way with a Bayesian network. The paper is organised
as follows: next we present the Bayesian networks, then a stochastic algorithm to extract a plausible
network sructures from the data, and we also analise experimental results of applying the algorithm to
real data-sets.

2 Bayesian Networks

Bayesian networks (BNs) [5] are triplets (V,E,P), where (V,E) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
with nodes V , edges E, and a set of probability distributions P, called parameters, whose elements are
assigned to the nodes of the graph. The nodes represent domain variables and edges mark direct causal
relations between these variables.

The network encodes a joint probability distribution function representative to the domain:

P(X) =

n∏

i=

P(Xi|par(Xi))

where n is the number of domain variables, Xi is a node from the BN and par(Xi) is the set of Xi’s parents.
The aciclicity of the graph ensures the product to be finite.

We employed a tree-like representation for the topology of BN in order to increase efficiency in class
variable estimation and interpretation. In section 3. we describe this algorithm, where we construct a tree
in such a way that the root of the tree will be the class variable and the remaining nodes are attributes.
Direct causal relations encoded by the BN are interpreted as the maximum of mutual respective condi-
tional mutual information [6, 7, 8] between nodes. Now we present the necessary information theoretical
concepts [9] for our algorithm.

We will use the following notations: X and Y are random variables defined on probability spaces
ΩX respective ΩY with corresponding distribution functions p(x) respective p(y). We use their joint and
conditional probability functions, denoted with p(x,y) and p(x|y) respectively.

Information theory offers us numerical characterisation of uncertainty in domain variables. Uncer-
tainty is measured using the information entropy of the respective variable. Information entropy can
be understood as the average minimal message length that should be sent on a channel to encode the
message and is defined as follows:

H(X) = −
∑

x∈ΩX

p(x) log p(x)

Mutual information is the quantity of information two random variables contain about each other,
defined as:

I(X ,Y ) =
∑

x∈ΩX

∑

y∈ΩY

p(x,y) log
p(x,y)

p(x)p(y)
(1)

In next section we present a two-phase tree-like Bayesian network structure learning algorithm. The
algorithm consists of an extension of Naive Bayesian structure learning algorithm with inner structure
learning for finding causal relations between attributes.
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3 Network topology learning

Bayesian network classification consists of emphasising the node corresponding to the class variable
during inference. As an optimisation of the learning process and inference we construct the network
topology such a way to optimise the efficiency of prediction and data attribute impact estimation on
target variable. We set out the class variable and in the first phase we’re searching for direct dependencies
between attributes and class variable, this way constructing a Naive Bayesian network.

Naive Bayes classifiers [10, 11] are widely used in classification problems. They are called Naive
because of the independence assumption of the attributes. Although this is strong assumption when
facing real data-sets, the Naive Bayes classification is a powerful tool for its simplicity and often gives
convenient results.

During the Naive Bayesian network learning process direct dependencies between class variable
and attributes has to be find. Dependency relations are interpreted as class variable specifiers, so an
edge from X to class variable Y means that variable X has information about class variable Y . Mutual
information between class variable and attributes, conditioning on attributes already placed between
direct dependencies of class variable, gives the amount of new information the respective attribute has
regarding the class variable [12].

Considering the problem this solutions means that we choose some medical examinations which
we place in the network and exclude the rest of the attributes. This is a strong restriction considering
that some examinations are replaced by others in different hospitals. The second phase of the algorithm
consists of applying Chow-Liu algorithm [13] to learn the inner structure of network and reveal attribute-
attribute correlations.

The Naive Bayesian network is formed of class variable Y respective variables X directly linked to
the class variable. Our next task is to place the excluded attributes in the Bayesian network. We use
mutual information maximisation to discover the causal relations between attributes from the network
and excluded attributes. Class variable could be ignored. Mutual information maximisation is enough in
this case, because dependency now has the meaning of replaceability. We are searching for the excluded
attributes that carry almost the same information about class variable as the attributes already placed in
the network. Before presenting the algorithm, we introduce the notations used in the following:

XXX set of attributes not yet placed in the net ZZZ set of attributes in the net
X one attribute from XXX Zi an element from ZZZ

Y the class variable I(X ,Y |ZZZ) conditional mutual information of
I(X ,Y ) mutual information of X and Y X and Y given ZZZ

Our algorithm introduces a threshold parameter – denoted with α – which is the minimum “in-
formation” required when putting a new attribute in the network during the Naive Bayesian structure
learning. This parameter controls the number of direct connections between class variable and attributes.
The algorithm is presented in algorithm. 1.

The threshold parameter α assures the selection of relevant attributes respect to the class variable,
controlling the number of direct causal relations of class variable and attributes. The result is a tree-like
Bayesian network as in Figure 2, where the root of the tree is the class variable, and the other nodes
are attribute variables. The orientation of edges is from parent to the child, this way minimising the
modification of network parameters during a learning step.

The algorithm above is deterministic in sense that it generates the same network for the same data
all the time. We introduce importance sampling [14] in order to avoid the determinism of the algorithm
in case of selection from equal information quantities. The distribution used for sampling is based on
mutual information. It has the maximum where the mutual information is maximal.

We used two functions during the tests. The first function – denoted f – is the conversion of the
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Algorithm 1 Tree-like Bayesian network structure learning.

1: place the class variable Y in the network

2: ZZZ = ∅
3: {Naive Bayesian structure learning}
4: while I(X, Y|ZZZ) ≥ α1 do

5: X̂ = argmax
XXX

I(X, Y|ZZZ)

6: place X̂ in the network

7: XXX = XXX − {X̂}

8: ZZZ = ZZZ ∪ {X̂}

9: end while

10: {Inner structure learning}
11: while XXX 6= ∅ do

12:
[

X̂, Ẑ
]

= argmax
Xi,Zj

I(Xi, Zj)

13: place edge between X̂ and Ẑ

14: XXX = XXX − {X̂}

15: ZZZ = ZZZ ∪ {X̂}

16: end while

Figure 1: Tree-like Bayesian network structure learning.

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

Y

Figure 2: Structure of a BN

mutual information to a distribution function:

f1(X) =
I(X ,Y )

∑
X ′∈XXX I(X ′,Y )

(2)

Figure 3(b). illustrates what edges are inferred when using importance sampling with function f
from artificial data. The generator network for the data is presented on Figure 3(a). On the horizontal
plane is the adjacency matrix of the graph and the non-zero columns represent the edges. Figure 3(a).
points the edges of the generator network, and Figure 3(b). shows the frequency of learned edges during
 tests.

The second function – denoted f – uses the exponentiation of the mutual information. It has a β
parameter which can be understood as a temperature parameter and it controls the constructed distribution
function. The higher this parameter is the higher is the probability of selecting the maximum mutual
information. On lower values of β the probabilities of selecting an attribute becomes closer to the
uniform distribution.

f(X) =
exp(β · f1(X))

∑
X ′∈XXX exp(β · f1(X))

(3)

Figure 3. shows the histogram of learned edges using the presented approaches and also the generator
network topology of data on Figure 3(a). In each graph on the horizontal plane is the adjacency matrix
of the network topology, and the vertical columns represent the histogram edges. We consider the first
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(b) Learned topologies with function f
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(c) Learned topologies with function f, β = 
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(d) Learned topologies with function f, β = 

Figure 3: Generator network and histogram of BN edges

attribute from the network as the class variable, so it is the root of the constructed tree. This means,
there’s no arc from any attribute to the class variable, hence it’s column is  at each point. Figure 3(a).
represents the generator network topology for the data, hence each edge appears once. The other graphs
– on figures 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) – represent the frequency of edges in the inferred network topologies.

Although there is a randomness introduced with importance sampling in our first approach, the gen-
erated structure is relatively stable through the iterations when learning with function f. The direct
causal relations between the class variable and attributes are almost the same during the  tests sim-
ulations, differences can be observed only in the causal relations between the attributes, more precisely
the differences are on the third level of the tree. There in approximately  cases – out of  – a single
edge is placed differently compared to the generator network.

A bit more unstable structure (Figure 3(c)) can be observed when learning with function f with
parameter β = . This is due to the fact, that the separation between lower and higher values of mutual
information is more sensitive for lower values of β . Figure 3(d). represents the learned structures for
β = . One can see that in this case the structure is fully stable, which assures the former statement.

In next sections we will analyse the convergence of the learning process and the usage of the con-
structed network.

4 Results

In this section we will present the learned topologies in case of real data. To fully settle the bypass
problem, we have to perform the binarisation of data. This is due to the very low number of data samples
in bypass database considering conditional probability distribution function estimation.

We made  test of the algorithm on the fully specified attributes from the database. Figure 4.
presents the results of these testings. One can observe a high order of uncertainty when learning with
function f with β = . This is reduced by the increase of β to . Function f highlights almost the
same dependency relations as function f with β = , but there is an annoying level of uncertainty in
these relations.

Further analysis of the algorithm meant to check stability of it on real data-set. For this reason
Leave-One-Out method on attributes was used: we eliminated one attribute from the data, and tested the
algorithm on the remaining ones. The results are showed on Figure 5., where Figure 5(a)., Figure 5(c).
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(a) Histogram of edges with function f
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(b) Histogram of edges with function f, β = 
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(c) Histogram of edges with function f, β = 

Figure 4: Learned topologies of fully specified attributes from the database

and Figure 5(e). depicts the histogram of learned edges, and on Figure 5(b)., Figure 5(d). and Figure 5(f).

the most frequent learned edges are drawn.

Figure 5(a). and Figure 5(b). depicts the histogram of learned edges respective the most frequent

edges learned with function f, β =  for all fully specified attributes from the bypass database. One

can see, that there are two crucial attributes in the database, namely the thirrd and seventh, which are

central players in attribute dependence relations. Next sub-figures – Figure 5(c). and Figure 5(d). -

elimination of 3rd. attribute, respective Figure 5(e). and Figure 5(e). - elimination of 3rd. attribute –

depicts the learned BNs when eliminating these attributes.

One can see that most of the dependence relations are stable, although there is a reorganisation be-

tween dependencies, when eliminating a crucial attribute. The most observable instability in dependence

relations is that the edge  →  becomes an edge  →  when eliminating either the third attribute or

the seventh attribute. But when analysing the dependency of  → , respective  → , one can see that

their is not so much significant difference between the frequency of the two edges when learning on all

attributes.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a tree-like Bayesian network classifier algorithm developed for medical

decision making problems and a stochastic algorithm to find the most appropriate structure of the net-

work. We tried two functions for eliminating determinism from the algorithm, with the two functions f
and f, defined with eq. 2, respective eq. 3. Learned topologies with the presented algorithm and func-

tions were presented both for artificial and real data. In this section we will present results considering

the inference, and compare them with logistic regression and SVM.

Table 1. shows the results of efficiency of the presented algorithms compared to logistic regression.

Comparing the first and second approach we described above the results are surprising. Although the

high order of uncertainty in some cases, the results of efficiency are similar for all cases.

One can observe that the tree-like Bayesian networks constructed with the presented algorithm per-

form better than logistic regression, but Support Vector Machines with linear kernel obtain higher predic-

tion accuracy than BN-s. It has to be mentioned, that although better accuracy on SVM, they don’t allow

interpretation of predictions, while BNs do, and interpretation in case of tree-like Bayesian networks,
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(a) Histogram of edges - all attributes
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(c) Histogram of edges - LOO 3. attribute
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(e) Histogram of edges - LOO 7. attribute
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Figure 5: Leave-One-Out results on attributes

Method Accuracy
Bayesian network - f .%

Bayesian network - f, β =  .%

Bayesian network - f, β =  .%

Bayesian network - f, β =  .%

Logistic regression .%

SVM with linear kernel .%

Table 1: Efficiency of presented algorithms

constructed as above, can be done efficiently.

As for a summaryy of results it has to be mentioned that the learned structure by the algorithm is

generally stable; the interpretation of the results is possible and partial observability is not a problem in

case of prediction and interpretation.
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Abstract: This study focuses on the notion of erroneous actions realized by human
learners in Virtual Environments for Training. Our principal objective is to develop
an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) suggesting pedagogical assistances to the hu-
man teacher. For that, the ITS must obviously detect and classify erroneous actions
produced by learners during the realization of procedural and collaborative work.
Further, in order to better support human teacher and facilitate his comprehension, it
is necessary to show the teacher why learner made an error. Addressing this issue,
we firstly modeling the Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM).
Then, we integrate the retrospective analysis mechanism of CREAM into our existing
ITS, thus enable the system to indicate the path of probable cause-effect explaining
reasons why errors have occurred.
Keywords: Intelligent tutoring system, Erroneous actions, Retrospective analysis

1 Introduction

In order to simulate procedural and collaborative work, we developed the model MASCARET
(Multi-Agent System for Collaborative Adaptive and Realistic Environment for Training) where hu-
man learners and agents collaborate to realize a task [1]. Learners are gathered in team consisting of
several predefined roles, every role contains a number of actions to be realized by learners with specific
resources. During realization of the tasks, it is essential to take into account that human learners may
make erroneous actions in comparing to their predefined correct procedure.

In [2], we have proposed a model of Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) whose principal objective is
to suggest pedagogical assistances to the teacher adapted to the simulation context and to the learner’s
behaviours (including erroneous actions). However, this works exclusively concerns errors detection and
tagging. Once erroneous actions are detected in our existing ITS, it were be classified in different types
(cf. Figure 1(a)) whose explications are based on a knowledge base on classical errors. In order to better
support the teacher and facilitate his comprehension, it lacks a model that could explain reasons why the
learner made an error.

Our approach bases on the Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM) in Human
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Figure 1: Errors types and errors’s phenotypes

Reliability Analysis field [3]. This approach proposed a classification scheme which makes a distinc-
tion between observations of errors (phenotypes, cf. Figure 1(b)) and its causes (genotypes) classified in

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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three categories: M(an), T(echnology) and O(rganization). For example, since the learner made a mis-
take about the order of actions, the erroneous action observed is in phenotype Sequence and that can be
futher explained by some genotypes such as Inattention (Man related genotype), Communication failure
(Technology related genotype), etc. The causal links between phenotype-genotype are represented using
a number of consequent-antecedent links. Finally, the scheme could be associated with both a method
of retrospective analysis (the search for causes) and a performance prediction method. However, in our
goal of erroneous actions detection and then searching for the causes, we interested in human learner’s
performance analyses, in other words, in retrospective analyses.

Implementation of CREAM was object in the work of El-Kechaï [4][5] which firstly proposed a
task model named METISSE in order to recognize learner’s plans in Virtual Environments for Training
(VET), then this model could be used to detect for erroneous actions according to classification of Holl-
nagel. Nevertheless, implementation of METISSE was not complete, and integration of CREAM into a
really ITS was not performed.

In this paper, we will firstly propose an approach to model CREAM (Section 2). Next, in Section 3,
we will present the integration of retrospective analysis mechanism of CREAM into our existing ITS as
well as our evaluation.

2 Implementation of CREAM

2.1 Classification Scheme Representation

There are several graphic tools that permit to keep track of analyses processes such as CREAM
Navigator developed by Serwy and Rantanen [7]. However, this navigator is completely closed in the
sense that it does not maintain an explicit representation of possible errors modes and probable causes.
For that, [4] proposed using a rules base for represent consequent-antecedent links, hence the search
for the causes was executed by backward inferences. Limitation of this method obviously lies on the
performance of inference mechanism, other problemmaybe occurs in adding, removing another potential
errors that will demand a considerable modification on the rules base. For our development, as suggested
in [3], we intent to separate the analysis method (cf. Section 2.3 and 2.4) and the representation of errors
modes using a group of four data files in format XML detailed below:

Questionnaire.xml : proposing to represent a list of questions from which we could evaluate the Com-
mon Performance Conditions (see Section 2.2 in following).

Phenotype.xml : proposing to maintain the phenotypes and its antecedents (cf. Figure 2).

<Phenotypes>
<Phenotype name="Time/During" description="...">

<GeneralAntecedents>
<item>Inadequate plan</item>
<item>Inattention</item>

</GeneralAntecedents>
<SpecificAntecedents>

<item>Earlier omission</item>
</SpecificAntecedents>

</Phenotype>
...

</Phenotypes>

Figure 2: Representation of phenotypes

Genotype.xml : containing all possible causes classified in three groups (M,T,O), each group is then
detailed into several categories. The important point is that this data file also represents relations
between each consequent and its antecedents (cf. Figure 3).

Repartition.xml : proposing to determine repartition of specific antecedents (cf. Figure 4) in three
factors (M,T,O) which serves to initialize the mass of each specific antecedent as a probable cause
(cf. Section 2.4).

Finally, in considering that CREAM is naturally a flexible method and adaptable to different analysis
contexts, this strategy of classification scheme representation permits customize the scheme without any
modification on analysis method.
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<Genotypes>
<Group name="Man">

<Category name="planning">
<GeneralConsequent name="Inadequate plan" description="...">

<GeneralAntecedents>
<item>Distraction</item>
<item>Excessive demand</item>

</GeneralAntecedents>
<SpecificAntecedents>

<item>Error in goal</item>
<item>Inadequate training</item>

</SpecificAntecedents>
</GeneralConsequent>
...

</Category>
...

</Group>
...

</Genotypes>

Figure 3: Representation of genotypes

<Repartition>
<item name="Earlier omission" group="Man" description="..."/>
<item name="Message misunderstood" group=Technology description="..."/>
...

</Repartition>

Figure 4: Repartition of specific antecedents in three factors (M,T,O)

2.2 Define the Common Performance Conditions (CPC’s)

In CREAM, Hollnagel highlighted that the context strongly influence human actions. It is therefore
essential to take into account the description of virtual environment in which the human learner is im-
mersed. The objective is to determine how each factor (M,T,O) influences the training context. Here,
we are inspired from the proposition presented in [5] using a predefined questionnaire which will be
answered by the teacher before training session (cf. Figure 5). Next, each factor will be assigned one

<Questionnaire>
<Question name="The visual quality of the interface is it bad?" group="Technology" answer="Yes"/>
<Question name="Does the learner have concentration trouble?" group="Man" answer="No"/>
...
</Questionnaire>

Figure 5: Define the CPC’s by questionnaire [5]

coefficient calculated using formula below:

Coe f f icientgroup i =
Number o f Yes answers associated togroup i

Total number o f Yes answers
(1)

where group i is respectively in (Man, Technology, Organization). These values permit define the
most probable factor leading to erroneous actions.

2.3 Modelling of Consequent-Antecedent Relations

One advantage of CREAM lies on its recursive analysis approach, rather than strictly sequential in
compare with other traditional analysis methods. So that, it also conducts to a non-hierarchical data
structure to connect the direct as well as indirect links: (i) between a phenotype and its antecedent; and
(ii) between a consequent and its antecedents. Figure 6 shows our model to represent the connection
between consequent-antecedent.

Here, we are going to construct a causal graph where we use the term node to point to either a conse-
quent or an antecedent. Each node is described by its name; the group of errors modes that it is associated
and its category in group; the description in text helps better explain the error’s semantics in particular
context. The boolean attribute terminal permit to identify if that is a terminal-cause or not. The most im-
portant is that, each node contains two lists: one includes its antecedents, other points to its consequents,
in others words, they represent edges in/out one node in the causal graph. At last, each node must also
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Figure 6: UML diagram for modeling consequent-antecedent links

include a value of mass which represent the certitude of choosing this node as a probable cause. The two
methods addAntecedent() and addConsequent() serve for maintaining the two lists of antecedents and
consequents of one node. Note that once a node calls the method addAntecedent() serving for adding
a "parent" node like one of its antecedents, this node will also add itself to the consequents list of the
"parent" node (using the method addConsequent() of the parent node), the value of the attribute terminal
then will be set to false.

2.4 Search for the Causes

The retrospective analysis is executed by a GenotypeAnalyzer containing graph attribute which is
initialized by pointing to the phenotype input (root node), then the analyzer calls accurate methods to
find the root causes (the nodes with the attribute terminal having value false). This mechanism is pre-
sented below (cf. Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Retrospective analysis

Require: Phenotype of erroneous action
1: Initialization: Construct the "root" node pointing to phenotype input
2: {Step 1: Finding antecedents of phenotype input}
3: Read from file Phenotype.xml, find all general antecedents of phenotype input
4: for each antecedent do
5: Add it into antecedents list of "root" node
6: end for
7: {Step 2: Construction the causal graph}
8: for each unvisited node in the graph do
9: Find its antecedents from file Genotype.xml

10: Add them to antecedents list
11: end for
12: Return Step 2. This recursive search terminates when the node selected is a specific antecedent node

or a general consequent node without antecedents.

With this algorithm, we finally attain a causal network where each node is associated with its an-
tecedents and consequents. The "leaves" are terminal nodes (or "root" causes) whose antecedents list
is empty. In order to calculate the certitude of choosing each node as a probable cause, we inherit the
proposition presented in [5] using Dempster-Shafer’s evidence theory:

mass(a) = coe f f icient (g(a))∗
∑

∀c∈Cons(a)

(

mass(c)
∑

∀i∈{M,T,O}(coe f f icient(i)∗nic)

)

(2)

where:
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• mass(a) : mass of antecedent a

• g(a) : group of a

• Cons(a) : consequents list of a

• coe f f icient(i) : coefficient of group i calculated in Formula 1

• nic : number of antecedents of c classified in group i

Figure 7: CREAM Explorer

Finally, the Figure 7 illustrates our tool - CREAM Explorer which was developped in this phase
permitting to maintain the errors scheme, answer the questionnaire for define the CPC’s and execute the
retrospective analysis.

3 Integration of Retrospective Analysis into our existing ITS

3.1 Learner’s Plans Recognition

In order to detect the erroneous actions realized by a human learner, it is indispensable to know:

(i) the learner’s activities in the past;

(ii) his current action (in the meaning that the action has just been done);

(iii) the actions that the human learner intents to do in according to a predefined correct procedure.

Our existing ITS as proposed in [2] bases on the model MASCARET [1] where we used an multi-agent
system to simulate collaboration between human learners and agents during their realization of tasks.
Learners are gathered in team consisting of several predefined roles, every role contains a number of tasks
associated eventually with accurate resources, every leaner also owns an epistemic memory containing
all actions realized in the past, etc. Finally, we could retrieve from MASCARET following informations
relating to learner’s plan in VET:
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• action(s) before: learner’s action(s) in the past (note that, in MASCARET, every action is eventu-
ally associated with its accurate resource(s))

• current action: action has just been done by learner

• action(s) correct (according to role): action(s) must be done by learner in his role(s)

• action(s) correct (according to plan): action(s) may be done by learners in the context. Here, it
is essential to make distinction betweens action(s) correct according to role and action(s) correct
according to plan. In the first case, because the learner could play several roles, it represents all
correct actions that the system expects from the learners. The second one concerns the cases where
there are more than one learner in VET to realize together a mission. Therefore, in this case, it is
possible that a leaner performs a correct action according to the plan but it is not correct in compare
to his role.

• next correct action(s) in the role: next action(s) must be done by learner in his role(s)

• full correct plan: description of all accurate actions (associated with resources) in predetermined
procedure that the learner must respect.

In next section, we present our mechanism for mapping erroneous actions detected by our existing ITS
with Hollnagel’s classification scheme of errors modes.

3.2 Classification of Erroneous Actions according to the Scheme of CREAM

Erroneous Actions in Phenotype "Sequence"
According to Hollnagel, performing an action at the wrong place in a sequence or procedure is a com-
mon erroneous action, and it is more realistic in our context of simulation of procedural and collaborative
work. The "Sequence" problem consists of several specific effects: Omission (an action was not carried
out); Jump forward/ Jump backwards (actions in a sequence were skipped/carried out again); Repetition
(the previous action is repeated); Reversal (the order of two neighbouring action is reversed); Wrong ac-
tion (an extraneous or irrelevant action is carried out). We present in following our mechanism to detect
erroneous actions in phenotype "Sequence":

Algorithm 2 Detection of erroneous actions in phenotype Sequence

1: if current action exists in actions correct according to role then
2: this is a correct action (phenotype Sequence does not occur)
3: else
4: if current action does not exist in actions correct according to plan then
5: specific effect = "Wrong action"
6: else
7: if current action exist in last action before then
8: specific effect = "Repetition"
9: end if

10: Compare the relative order of current action to the order of next correct action(s) in the role
using the full correct plan

11: if id current action < id correct action in role then
12: specific effect = "Jump backwards and/or Omission"
13: else
14: specific effect = "Jump forward and/or Omission"
15: end if
16: if id current action = id correct action in role + 1 then
17: specific effect = "Reversal"
18: end if
19: end if
20: end if

Erroneous Actions in Phenotype "Wrong object"
In [3], the author clarified that "action at wrong object" is one of the more frequent error modes, such
as pressing the wrong button, looking at the wrong indicator, etc. In our context, during realisation of
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collaborative work, it is possible that learner performs a correct action but on a wrong object. Therefore,
the detection of erroneous actions in phenotype "Wrong object" must be implemented independently
with the detection of phenotype "Sequence". This phenotype is detailed into following specific effects:
Neighbour/Similar object (an object that is proximity/similar to the object that should have been used);
Unrelated object (an object that was used by mistake).

In order to detect erroneous actions in phenotype "Wrong object", we use the same principle pre-
sented in the case of phenotype "Sequence" by using following informations retrieved from model MAS-
CARET:

• current resource: resource associated with current action

• resource(s) correct (according to role): resource(s) must be used by learner in his role(s)

• resource(s) correct (according to plan): list of resource(s) associated with all action(s) in action(s)
correct according to plan.

Our algorithm is detailed in following:

Algorithm 3 Detection of erroneous actions in phenotype Wrong object

1: if current resource exists in resource(s) correct according to role then
2: this is a correct resource (phenotype Wrong object does not occur)
3: else
4: if current resource does not exist in resources correct according to plan then
5: specific effect = "Unrelated object"
6: else
7: specific effect = "Neighbour and/or Similar object"
8: end if
9: end if

Erroneous Actions in Phenotype "Time/During"
The phenotype Time/During is divided in several specific effects: Too early/ Too late (an action started
too early/too late); Omission (an action that was not done at all); Too long/Too short (an action that
continued/was stopped beyond the point when it should have been). Hollnagel noted that the error
modes of timing and duration refer to a single action, rather than to the temporal relation between two
or more actions. In our context, the realization of tasks in model MASCARET is sequential, therefore,
an action is considered to be too early when it was realized before several actions in plan; also, action(s)
are considered to be omitted when they were not carried out.

Finally, in order to detect erroneous actions in phenotype Time/Durring, we propose that:

• action having specific effect Jump forward also has specific effect Too early

• action described by specific effect Omission (in error mode Sequence) will be considered as an
action having specific effect Omission (in error mode Time/During)

3.3 Experiment & Results

In order to evaluate our integration of retrospective analysis into ITS, we take place in GASPAR
application [6] whose objective aims at simulate aviation activities by virtual reality. The learners are
immersed in virtual environment simulating the aircraft carrier in order to realize together the tasks.
During the realization of these collaborative works, our ITS follows the learners and then apply the
algorithms depicted above for detecting learner’s erroneous actions. Next, for interpreting the causes of
errors, we use the classification scheme of error modes proposed in [5] which were particularly adapted
to VET. Table 1 and Table 2 respectively illustrate results of retrospective analysis for the phenotype
Sequence and Wrong object.

We change coefficients of three factors (M,T,O) for evaluating how CPC’s influence the analysis
result. For each phase in analysis process, we select and display the most probable cause by ordering
mass values.
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Coefficient (M,T,O) Causal links

(0.333 - 0.333 - 0.333) 1, Design failure (0.125) → Inadequate scenario (0.125) → Se-
quence

2, Adverse ambient condition (0.125) → Inattention (0.125) →
Sequence

3, Long time since learning (0.042) → Memory failure (0.125) →
Sequence

(1 - 0 - 0) 1, Other priority (0.2) → Memory failure (0.2) → Sequence

2, Error in mental model (0.067) → Faulty diagnosis (0.2)
→Sequence

3, Erroneous analogy (0.067) → Faulty diagnosis (0.2) → Se-
quence

(0 - 1 - 0) 1, Equipment failure (0.1) → Access problems (0.5) → Sequence

2, Distance (0.1) → Access problems (0.5) → Sequence

3, Localisation problem (0.1) → Access problems (0.5) → Se-
quence

(0 - 0 - 1) 1, Noise (1) → Communication failure (1) → Sequence

Table 1: Causal links of phenotype Sequence

Coefficient (M,T,O) Causal links

(0.333 - 0.333 - 0.333) 1, Access problems (0.125) → Wrong object

2, Design failure (0.125) → Inadequate scenario (0.125) →
Wrong object

3, Adverse ambient condition (0.042) → Inattention (0.125) →
Wrong object

(1 - 0 - 0) 1, Fatigue (0.1) → Performance variability (0.2) → Wrong object

2, Virtual reality sickness (0.1) → Performance variability (0.2)
→ Wrong object

3, Anticipation (0.05) → Wrong identification (0.2) → Wrong
object

(0 - 1 - 0) 1, Access problems (0.5) → Wrong object

(0 - 0 - 1) 1, Noise (1) → Communication failure (1) → Wrong object

Table 2: Causal links of phenotype Wrong object

4 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an approach to modelling the Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis
Method (CREAM). We separated the representation of classification scheme of erroneous actions and
the analysis method; therefore, our description of errors modes is adaptable to different training con-
text without any modification on analysis method. We started by defining the Common Performance
Conditions, then the direct and indirect relations between consequent-antecedent are modelled using
a non-hierarchical data structure. Finally, the most probable cause-effect links could be found using
Dempster-Shafer’s theory presented in [5].

In order to integrate the retrospective analysis described above into our existing ITS, we based on
the model MASCARET to retrieve information concerning learner’s plans and then detect erroneous ac-
tions. Finally, we presented our proposition to mapping erroneous actions with Hollnage’s classification.
The experimental results in GASPAR project are also presented. So that, in addition to the detection
and tagging of erroneous actions, the ITS could furthermore indicate the path of probable cause-effect
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explaining reasons that the errors occur.
In the future work, we will concentrate our attention on evaluation of MASCARET so that this model

could permit to describe more complex tasks in taking into account other factors such as force, distance,
speed, direction, etc. Hence, other different types of errors modes could be detected and then explained
using the retrospective analysis.
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Abstract: In this paper we present QADPZ, an open source system for desktop grid
computing, which enables users of a local network or Internet to share resources.
QADPZ allows a centralized management and use of the computational resources
of idle computers from a network of desktop computers. QADPZ users can submit
compute-intensive applications to the system, which are then automatically scheduled
for execution. The scheduling is performed according to the hardware and software
requirements of the application. Users can later monitor and control the execution of
the applications. Each application consists of one or more tasks. Applications can
be independent, when the composing tasks do not require any interaction, or parallel,
when the tasks communicate with each other during the computation. The paper
describes both QADPZ functionality and the process of design and implementation,
with focus on requirements, architecture, user interface and security. Some future
work ideas are also presented.
Keywords: desktop grid computing, distributed and parallel computing.

1 Introduction

Grid computing and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) are both concerned with the pooling and coordinated use of
resources within distributed communities, and are constructed as overlay structures that operate largely
independently of institutional relationships [1]. The Grid is foreseen as a system that coordinates dis-
tributed resources using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces to deliver nontrivial
qualities of service [1, 2]. Grid computing systems can be classified into two broad types: heavy-weight,
feature-rich systems that provide access to large-scale, intra- and inter-institutional resources, such as
clusters or multiprocessors, and Desktop Grids, in which cycles are scavenged from idle desktop com-
puters. P2P networks are typically used for connecting nodes via largely ad-hoc connections. A pure
P2P network does not have the notion of clients or servers but only equal peer nodes that simultaneously
function as both “clients” and “servers” to the other nodes on the network [3].

This paper deals with QADPZ [’kwod ’pi: ’si:], an open source system for desktop grid computing,
which enables users from a local network or Internet to share their resources [4, 5]. QADPZ (Quite
Advanced Distributed Parallel Zystem) is a system for heterogeneous desktop grid computing that allows
a centralized management and use of the computational resources of idle computers from a network of
desktop computers. QADPZ users can submit compute-intensive applications to the system, which are
then automatically scheduled for execution. Applications can be independent, when the composing tasks
do not require any interaction, or they can be parallel, when the tasks communicate with each other
during the computation. Thus, the system provides support for both task- and data-parallelism. Here are
some important features of QADPZ [4]:

• native support for multiple operating systems: Linux, Windows, MacOS and Unix;

• support for legacy applications, which for different reasons could not be rewritten;

• object-oriented development framework that supports either low-level programming languages as
C and C++, or high-level language applications (such as Lisp, Python, or Java), and that provides
for using such applications in a computation;

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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• master worker-model that is improved with some refined capabilities: pushing of work units,
pipelining, sending more work-units at a time, adaptive number of workers, adaptive timeout in-
terval for work units, and the use of multithreading [6];

• a master can act as a client to another master. That makes it possible to create a distributed master,
which consists of independent master nodes which communicate with each other, thus creating a
virtual master;

• extended C/C++ API, which supports creation of lightweight tasks and parallel computing, using
the message passing paradigm (MPI) [7];

• low-level optimizations: on-the-fly compression and encryption for communication. To increase
performance, an experimental, adaptive compression algorithm, which can transparently choose
from different algorithms, is also provided;

• efficient communication by using two different protocols (UDP and TCP/IP);

• autonomic computing characteristics: self-knowledge, self-configuration, self-optimization and
self-healing [8].

2 Justification for a new desktop grid system

The idea of using the idle computational resources from existing desktop computers is not new,
though the use of such distributed systems, especially in a research environment, has been limited. This
is due to the lack of supporting applications, and challenges regarding security, management, and stan-
dardization. The need to develop QADPZ has arisen from the following main reasons:

o many existing systems were highly specialized in a very limited set of computationally challeng-
ing problems, and hence did not allow the execution of a general application. For example,
SETI@home was programmed to solve one specific task: the analysis of data from telescopes
[9, 10]. Similarly, distributed.net aimed to test the vulnerability of some particular encryption
schemes [11];

o at the time of the development, the source code was generally not available, hence making difficult the
extension or analysis of any new, non-standard application. Commercial systems such as Entropia,
Office Grid and United Devices offered numerous features, but they were not free [4, 12]. On
the other hand, some open source systems were available, e.g. XtremWeb [13], BOINC [14, 15],
Condor [16], but they were limited in functionality;

o very few existing systems allowed specific considerations to be made wrt. challenges of computation-
ally intensive applications, especially those of scientific computing and visualization [4]. Systems
like BOINC and Bayanihan [12] allowed only task parallelism, where there was no communica-
tion between the running tasks during a computation. Most computationally intensive applications
need such communication;

o most of the existing systems usually had a complicated deployment procedure, requiring high-level,
privileged access to the desktop computers, which made very hard to use such systems on a larger
scale, and also made further maintenance of the computers complicated - e.g. Condor and Globus
Toolkit [12, 17, 18];

o many of today’s networks are heterogeneous, thus requiring a distributed computing system with sup-
port for various architectures and different type of operating systems. The Java language provides
the incentives for such requirements, and many Java based systems emerged: JXTA, Bayanihan,
XtremWeb, Javelin [12]. There were very few systems supporting different architectures and oper-
ating systems in native mode, some of them being Condor and BOINC. There were also systems,
which run only on one type operating system, either Windows or Unix, thus limiting their usability
in heterogeneous environments - for instance, Entropia [12].
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3 QADPZ Requirements

Given the reasons mentioned in the previous section, we have set up a set of requirements that a
successful desktop grid computing system should satisfy to support computationally intensive applica-
tions. The overall goal of the system was to be friendly, flexible and suitable to a variety of needs. The
main prerequisite has therefore been an open architecture that could evolve in pace with the needs and
challenges of the real world.

Two sets of requirements for QADPZ have been specified: one for the system as a whole, mostly
from a functional point of view, and another for the system interface. Additionally, a set of non-functional
requirements that concern the development of the platform itself has been established. System require-
ments are concerned mainly with sharing and management of both resources and application jobs, in a
heterogeneous environment. They also involve performance and usability of the system, as required by
our conceptual model (extended master-worker). The system interface covers both user interfaces and
programming interfaces [4, 6].

The system requirements are listed further on:

o resource sharing: idle computational cycles, storage space, specific data, etc. of the desktop machines
which contribute to the system;

o resource management: efficient management of the available shared resources, which remain under
the control of their owners via use policies and specific mechanisms;

o job management: users should be able to submit, monitor and control the execution of computational
jobs on the system;

o heterogeneity: ability to work on a network of heterogeneous desktop computers, with different archi-
tectures (Intel, RISC, etc.) and different operating systems (UNIX, Windows, Mac OS, Linux);

o simple installation and minimal maintenance;

o parallel programming support: support for different parallel programming paradigms, for example
both task- and data-parallelism, by using well known standards;

o network support: ability to work both in a LAN environment and in Internet;

o communications: the higher level communication protocol should rely on both TCP/IP and UDP/IP,
this dual support increasing the efficiency;

o autonomous features: support for different autonomicity aspects: self-management, self-optimization,
self-healing, self-configuration, and self-knowledge;

o provide performance measurements, which could be exploited for better usage of the available re-
sources;

o on-line/off-line support for both batch (the user submits jobs which will be executed at a later time)
and interactive applications (the user can inspect the partial result and interact with the execution
of the application).

The interface requirements can be split up into two parts: first, the user interfaces that is the graphical
interface, which the human users use to access the system. Using this interface, the users can either
monitor or control the behavior of the system. The other interface is the programming interface (API),
which allows different user applications to interact with the system. The interface requirements are
enlisted beneath:

o personalization: different levels of access for various users, according to their personal skills and
preferences;

o job management interface: a simple, platform independent, graphical user interface, to allow submis-
sion, monitoring and control of the different computational jobs;

o resource sharing interface: a simple, intuitive graphical user interface, which allows the control of
shared resources.

The main non-functional requirements concern object oriented programming, for its well-known
advantages, and open source development, which is a natural choice for modern research, as it encourages
integration, cooperation and boosting of new ideas [19].
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Figure 1: The QADPZ close-up architecture

4 QADPZ Architecture

The QADPZ system has a centralized architecture, based on the client-server model, which is the
most common paradigm used in distributed computing. In our case, the server manages the available
computational resources of the desktop computers. The client is a process that needs computational
services in order to accomplish a certain work. It sends a request to the server, in which it asks for the
execution of a concrete task that is covered by the services. Usually, the server carries out the task and
sends back the result to the client. In our situation, the server has two parts: a single master, which
accepts new requests from the clients, and multiple slaves, which handle those requests. The system
consists of three types of entities: master, client, and slave (Figure 1).

The control and data flow in the system are separated. The data files (represented by binary, input,
and output files) that are necessary to run the applications are not sent to the master. They are stored
on one or more data servers. The smallest independent execution unit of the QADPZ is called a task.
To facilitate the management, multiple tasks can be grouped into jobs. Different types of jobs can be
submitted to the system: programs written in scripting languages (e.g. LISP, Java, Python), legacy
applications and parallel programs (MPI). A job can consist of independent tasks, which do not require
any kind of communication between them. This is usually called task parallelism. Jobs can also consist
of parallel tasks, where different tasks running on different computers can communicate with each other.
Inter-slave communication is accomplished using a MPI subset.

The current implementation of QADPZ considers only one central master node. This can be an
inconvenience in certain situations, when computers located in different networks are used together.
However, our high-level communication protocol between the entities allows a master to act as a client
to another master, thus making possible to create a virtual master, consisting of independent master
nodes, which communicate with each other.

4.1 Master

The main role of the master is to start and control the tasks, and to keep track of the availability, ca-
pabilities and configuration of the slaves. The master is responsible for managing the available resources
and it has always an up-to-date overview of the system resources. It knows which slaves can accept
jobs for execution and how to contact them. It schedules also the computational tasks submitted by any
authorized user. Jobs are sent to the appropriate slave based on the hardware and software requirements
from the job description. Tasks can be started, stopped, or re-scheduled by the master. Users create tasks
that can be submitted to the master by using a client, which acts as an interface to the system. To make
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Figure 2: Simplified UML Diagram of QADPZ’s architecture

this possible, the master keeps a database of authorized users (Figure 2).

4.2 Slave

Each computer contributing with computing resources to the system is called a slave and has two
roles: first, it has to report the shared resources to the master. These are mainly computational resources
(CPU cycles), but can also be storage space, input or output devices etc. The slave periodically sends to
the master information about the system, which describes the hardware architecture of the slave (CPU
type, CPU speed, physical memory, etc.), the software environment available on that architecture (op-
erating system, available application or libraries), and the resources available on that slave (Figure 5).
Secondly, the slave can accept computational jobs from the master. After accepting a computational re-
quest from the master, the slave downloads the corresponding binaries and data files for the task, executes
the task, and uploads the result files after finishing. This can be done only when the slave is free, and any
interactive, local user is not using the resources. The presence of a user logging into a slave computer
is automatically detected and the task is killed or moved to another slave to minimize the disturbance to
the regular computer users. The slave decides for itself whether or not to accept a computational job to
be run (by setting some configuration parameters). The user can configure different times of day when
the slave may accept computational jobs. It can also disable the slave at any time. The slave component
runs as a small background process on the user’s desktop. It starts automatically when the system starts.
The program does not need any special privileges to run, which makes it very easy to install and control
by an ordinary user. Below we present a simple example on how to create a computational application
to be executed on a slave.

// SlaveDumb - simple example of how to create a computational job
#include "SlaveServ.h"
// callback functions for notification from the slave service

void taskStop ()
{ isTaskStop = 1; DBUG_PRINT("taskStop"); }

void taskCtrl (const char *arg)
{ isTaskCtrl = 1; DBUG_PRINT("taskCtrl arg=%s", arg); }
// this is the exec loop on each task-thread
int taskExec (char *data, char *datares, char *userData)
{
int isFinished = 0; DBUG_PRINT("task started");
// set callback functions
q2adpz_slv_setcb_task_stop (taskStop);
q2adpz_slv_setcb_task_ctrl (taskCtrl);
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DBUG_PRINT("input data ’%s’", data);
// start main task loop
while (! isFinished) {
//do some crunching of the data
{ ... if (ok) isFinished = 1; }
//task needs to be stopped
if (isTaskStop) { ... DBUG_PRINT("task stop executed"); break; }
if (isTaskCtrl) {

... q2adpz_slv_task_status (task_ok, "task ctrl");
DBUG_PRINT("info", ("task ctrl executed"); }

//if crunching finished
if (isFinished) {

DBUG_PRINT("task finished res=’%s’", datares); break; }
} // while

}

4.3 Client

The client represents the interface for submitting jobs in the system. There are two execution modes
for the client: a batch mode and an interactive mode. In the batch mode, a project file describes a job by
specifying the required resources and how to start the tasks. This information is sent to the master, which
is responsible for scheduling the tasks. The client can detach from the master and connect later for the
results. Each project is described by using the XML language. In the interactive mode, the client remains
connected to the master for the entire execution of the job. Also, the client can get direct connection to
each of the slaves involved in the computation. The client has a lot of freedom over the creation and
controlling of new tasks: it can dynamically create new tasks, send messages to the tasks already in
execution, and receive feedback from the running tasks, either through the master node, or by means of
direct communication with the slaves running the respective tasks. An example of a job description in
XML is listed beneath.

<Job Name="executable_example">
<Task ID="1" Type="Executable">
<RunCount>3</RunCount>
<DataPathPrefix>./datafiles/</DataPathPrefix>
<FilesURL>http://www-data/qadpz/cgi-bin</FilesURL>
<InputFile Constant="Yes">simple/source.txt</InputFile>
<OutputFile>simple/dest.txt</OutputFile>
<TaskInfo>

<Memory Unit="MB">1</Memory>
<Disk Unit="MB">1</Disk>
<TimeOut>3600</TimeOut>
<OS>Linux</OS>
<CPU>i386</CPU>
<URL>
http://www-data/qadpz/app/lib/Linux/i386/libslv-app.so

</URL>
<Executable Type="File">simple</Executable>

</TaskInfo>
<TaskInfo>

<Memory Unit="MB">1</Memory>
<Disk Unit="MB">1</Disk>
<TimeOut>3600</TimeOut>
<OS>Win32</OS>
<CPU>i386</CPU>
<URL>
http://www-data/qadpz/app/lib/Win32/i386/slv_app.dll

</URL>
<Executable Type="File">simple.exe</Executable>

</TaskInfo>
<TaskInfo>

<Memory Unit="MB">1</Memory>
<Disk Unit="MB">1</Disk>
<TimeOut>3600</TimeOut>
<OS>SunOS</OS>
<CPU>sun4u</CPU>
<URL>
http://www-data/qadpz/app/lib/SunOS/sun4u/libslv-app.so
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</URL>
<Executable Type="File">simple</Executable>

</TaskInfo>
</Task>

</Job>

4.4 Jobs, tasks and subtasks

The QADPZ users can submit, monitor, and control computing applications to be executed on the
computers that share resources. Tasks can be binary programs, which can run on any of the sharing
computers. A task comes in the form of an executable program, compiled for a specific architecture
and operating system. For better performance, a task can be also in the form of a shared (dynamic)
library, which can be more efficiently loaded by the slave program. As an alternative to native binary
programs for a specific platform, a task can also be an interpreted or precompiled program. For example,
it can be a compiled Java application or an interpreted program (e.g. Perl, Python), which further needs,
respectively, a Java Virtual Machine or a specific interpreter, on the host computer.

Multiple tasks, which are related to each other, can be grouped into a job that is actually what a user
submits to the system (see job life in Figure 3). A job can be composed of one or more tasks. Using jobs
provides for easier structuring and management of the computational applications for both the user and
the system. Each job is assigned uniquely to one user, however, a user can have multiple jobs submitted
at the same time to the system. The tasks that correspond to a job can be independent or not at execution
time. Tasks can further be divided into subtasks, consisting of finer work units that are executed within a
task. Subtasks are used for interactive applications, which require permanent connection between a client
and the slaves. They are usually generated at run-time at the client, and sent for execution to an already
running task, which can solve them. The main reason for having subtasks is to improve the efficiency of
smaller execution units without the overhead of starting a new task each time.

Figure 3: QADPZ job life

4.5 User interface

The QADPZ user interface provides for a user-friendly environment, in which the user can interact
with the system. This interaction involves mainly the submission, the monitoring, and the management
of the submitted computational applications, along with the resource monitoring and control. The first
interface is the job-monitoring interface that is a web-based interface that provides detailed information
about all existing jobs in the system. The user can browse the jobs, see their status, and view their
component tasks. S/he can also easily create new jobs and tasks. Using this interface, each job can be
stopped or deleted (Figure 4). The second interface is also web-based and provides information related to
the resources in the system. Basically it gives a list of the slaves registered in the system and their current
status (Figure 5). The owner of a desktop computer running a slave is given an interactive application,
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which permits easy configuration of the slave. The user has complete control over the slave running on
her computer.

Figure 4: Job-monitoring web interface Figure 5: Slave information/configuration interface

5 Security

Because of the unreliability of the UDP protocol, which is our first option for the low-level com-
munication protocol due to its benefits, it is not guaranteed that the execution tasks arriving to the slave
computers are undoubtedly sent by the master. This is a serious security threat since it allows for a ma-
licious hacker to submit any piece of code to the slave nodes (IPspoofing). For that reason, and on the
cost of a decreased performance, all communication from clients to master and from master to slaves
is encrypted and/or signed. Particularly, the data flow from client to master has to be authorized by the
name and the password of a QADPZ user, and encrypted using a master public key. A master private
key signs the data flow from master to slaves and the authenticity is verified using a master public key
on slave nodes.

It is important to note that the data flow from slaves to master and from master to clients is neither
encrypted nor signed, which means that a malicious hacker can monitor (packet sniffing) or alter (IP-
spoofing) the data or control information arriving back to master or client nodes, and thus put the slave
nodes and/or the master node out of operation, modify the resulted data that are submitted by the slaves,
or do any other kind of harm to the computational process. In other words, the current QADPZ security
scheme is designed to protect the security of the computers in the network, i.e. a malicious hacker cannot
submit an alien piece of code to be executed instead of a user computational task. However, this scheme
does not protect the QADPZ user data. We plan to provide optional data integrity in the future versions
of the system.

Security of the system is handled in two ways. On the one hand, only registered users are allowed to
submit applications for execution. This is done by using a user/password scheme, and allows a simple
access control to the computational resources. The QADPZ system manages its own user database,
completely independent of any of the underlying operating systems, thus simplifying users’ access to
the system. The QADPZ administrator can create new users by using some supporting tools. On the
other hand, security involves the encryption of messages exchanged between various components of
QADPZ. This is done by using public key encryption, and provides an additional level of protection
against malicious attacks.

6 Conclusions and future work

The present paper reveals the development experience of QADPZ, a desktop grid computing envi-
ronment. We summarized the main features of the system that make it a powerful platform for running
computationally intensive applications. The reasons that have justified the endeavor of developing a new
desktop grid platform are also presented. The QADPZ requirements have included all the core capabil-
ities that a successful desktop grid system should provide [12]. We presented the detailed architecture
of the system, along with some of the design details. When we started this work, our main goal was to
build an easy to use, open source system that provides the complex functionality that users expect from
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such a platform [4, 12]. It is worth mentioning that QADPZ has over a thousand users who have already
downloaded it [20]. Many of them use it for their daily tasks and we have got valuable feedback from
them [4].

Further on we present some future work ideas that aim to improve the QADPZ system:

o many areas of the QADPZ system are incomplete. For example, many large scale parallel problems
require checkpointing: running a parallel application for hours or even days and loosing all results
due to one failing node is unacceptable;

o data integrity is an important issue, especially in an open environment (Internet);

o improved support for user data security: computation results data can be encrypted and/or signed so
that the user of the system can be sure the received data is correct;

o users could be provided with different scheduling algorithms to choose from, according to the type of
their problem;

o more complete implementation of the MPI layer and development of a complete library of the collec-
tive communication routines;

o adding a set of transparent profiling tools for evaluating the performance of the different components,
which is crucially important when running parallel applications;

o decentralizing the system by employing P2P services, which would permit to a group of users to form
an ad-hoc set of shared resources; moving towards a P2P architecture;

o interconnection with a grid computing environment that must be decentralized, robust, highly avail-
able, and scalable [21], while efficiently mapping application instances to available resources in
the system.

These future developments of QADPZ subscribe to the belief that the vision that motivates both
Grid and P2P, i.e. that of “a worldwide computer within which access to resources and services can be
negotiated as and when needed, will only become real if we are successful in developing a technology
that combines important elements of P2P and Grid computing” [1].
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Abstract: Axon P systems are a class of spiking neural P systems. In this paper,
the axon P systems are used as number generators and language generators. As a
language generator, the relationships of the families of languages generated by axon
P systems with finite and context-free languages are considered. As a number gen-
erator, a characterization of the family of finite sets can be obtained by axon P sys-
tems with only one node. The relationships of sets of numbers generated by axon P
systems with semilinear sets of numbers are also investigated. This paper partially
answers some open problems formulated by H. Chen, T.-O. Ishdorj and Gh. Păun.
Keywords: Membrane computing, SN P systems, Axon P systems

1 Introduction

The spiking neural P systems (in short, SN P systems) are a class of bio-inspired computing devices
introduced in [6], which attempts to incorporate the idea of spiking neurons into the area of membrane
computing. The resulting models are a variant of tissue-like and neural-like P systems, with specific in-
gredients and way of functioning inspired from spiking neurons. In SN P systems, the main “information-
processor" is the neuron, while the axon is only a channel of communication without any other role –
which is not exactly the case in neurobiology. So, recently, a special form of spiking neural P systems,
called axon P systems, is introduced in [3], which corresponds to the activity of Ranvier nodes of neuron
axon. Actually, axon P systems are a sort of linear SN P systems. Spikes are transmitted along the axon,
to the left and to the right, from one node to another node, and an output is provided by the rightmost
node. A symbol bi is associated with a step when i spikes exit the system, in this way a string is as-
sociated with a computation. In [3], the language generating power of axon P systems under the above
definition was investigated, and many open problems and research topics were formulated. In this paper,
we continue the study of axon P systems, specifically, the number generative power and the language
generative power are investigated, and in this context we answer some open problems formulated in [3].

SN P systems can be used as number generators (e.g., [2, 4, 6, 7]) or language generators (e.g.,
[1, 2, 5, 10, 12]). As a variant of SN P systems, axon P systems can also be used as number generators
and language generators. As a number generator, we do not care whether or not the computation halts,
but we only request that the output node spikes exactly twice during the computation, and the result of a
computation is the number of steps elapsed between the two moments when the output node spikes. In
this case, a characterization of the family of finite sets is given by axon P systems with one node. Also,
the relationships of sets of numbers generated by axon P systems with semilinear sets of numbers are
also investigated. As a language generator, each configuration is described by a corresponding string,
and the result of a halting computation is defined as the strings associated with configurations where the
system emits a spike. In this case, the relationships of the families of languages generated by axon P
systems with finite and context-free languages are considered.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, formal language theory prerequisites useful in
the following sections are recalled. In Section 3, the definition of axon P systems and the problems
considered in this paper are given. Axon P systems as number generators and language generators are
investigated respectively in Section 4 and Section 5. Conclusions and remarks are drawn in Section 6.

2 Formal Language Theory Prerequisites

We assume the reader to be familiar with basic language and automata theory, as well as basic
membrane computing [8] (for more updated information about membrane computing, please refer to
[11]), so that we specify here only a few notations and basic definitions.

Copyright © 2006-2009 by CCC Publications
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Let us start by mentioning the following convention: when comparing two generative or accepting
devices, number zero is ignored (this corresponds to the usual convention in language theory of ignoring
the empty string).

For an alphabet V , V ∗ denotes the set of all finite strings over V , with the empty string denoted by
λ . The set of all nonempty strings over V is denoted by V+. When V = {a} is a singleton, then we write
simply a∗ and a+ instead of {a}∗, {a}+. The length of a string x ∈ V ∗ is denoted by |x|. For a language
L⊆V ∗, the set length(L) = {|x| | x ∈ L} is called the length set of L. The families of finite, regular, linear
and context-free languages are denoted by FIN, REG, LIN, CF , respectively. The families of length
sets of languages in FIN, REG, LIN and CF are denoted by NFIN, NREG, NLIN, NCF , respectively.
The family of languages generated by L systems is denoted by L, and we add the letter E in front of
L if extended L systems are used. We also denote by SLIN the family of semilinear sets of numbers
(the subscript indicates that we work with one-dimensional vectors, not with semilinear sets of vectors
in general). It is known that the following equalities hold true: NREG = NLIN = NCF = SLIN (see,
e.g., [8]).

A regular expression over an alphabet V is defined as follows: (i) λ and each a ∈ V is a regular
expression, (ii) if E,E are regular expressions overV , then (E)(E), (E)∪(E), and (E)

+ are regular
expressions over V , and (iii) nothing else is a regular expression over V . With each expression E we
associate a language L(E), defined in the following way: (i) L(λ ) = {λ } and L(a) = {a}, for all a ∈ V ,
(ii) L((E)∪ (E)) = L(E)∪L(E), L((E)(E)) = L(E)L(E), and L((E)

+) = L(E)
+, for all regular

expressions E,E over V . Non-necessary parentheses are omitted when writing a regular expression,
and also (E)+∪ {λ } can be written as E∗.

A Chomsky grammar is given in the form G = (N,T,S,P), with N being the nonterminal alphabet,
T the terminal alphabet, S ∈ N the axiom, and P is the finite set of productions. For regular grammars,
the productions are of the form u → v, for some u ∈ N,v ∈ T ∪TN (in regular grammars, we also allow
productions of the form u → λ , but only when this is useful for simplifying the grammar: because of
the convention that the empty string is not counted when comparing the languages generated by two
grammars, such productions are not necessary in regular grammars).

3 Axon P Systems

We now introduce the axon P systems.
An axon P system of degree m≥  is a construct of the form

Π = (O,ρ, . . . ,ρm),

where:

1. O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);

2. ρ, . . . ,ρm are (Ranvier) nodes, of the form

ρi = (ni,Ri), ≤ i≤ m,

where:

a) ni ≥  is the initial number of spikes contained in ρi;

b) Ri is a finite set of rules of the form E/ac → (al,ar), where E is a regular expression over a,
c≥ , and l,r ≥ , with the restriction that R contains only rules with l = .

The nodes are arranged along an axon in the order ρ, . . . ,ρm, with ρm at the end of the axon; this
means that node ρm is the output node of the system.

A rule E/ac → (al,ar) ∈ Ri is used as follows. If the node ρi contains k spikes, and ak ∈ L(E),k≥ c,
then the rule can be applied, and this means consuming (removing) c spikes from ρi (thus only k− c
spikes remain in ρi), and it sends l spikes to its left hand neighbor and r spikes to its right hand neighbor;
the first node, ρ does not send spikes to the left, while in the case of the rightmost node, ρm, the spikes
sent to the right are “lost” in the environment. A global clock is assumed, marking the time for the whole
system, hence the functioning of the system is synchronized.

If a rule E/ac → (al,ar) has E = ac, then we will write it in the simplified form ac → (al,ar).
If several rules can be used at the same time, then the one to be applied is chosen non-deterministically.
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During the computation, a configuration of the system is described by the number of spikes present
in each node; thus, the initial configuration is 〈n, . . . ,nm〉.

Using the rules as described above, one can define transitions among configurations. A transition be-
tween two configurationsC,C is denoted byC ⇒C. IfC = 〈k,k, . . . ,km〉, thenC = 〈k ′,k ′, . . . ,k ′m〉,
where k ′i = (ki −ci)+ ri− + li+, i is the current node, ci is number of spikes consumed in this node, and
ri−, li+ are the numbers of spikes sent to this node by the neighboring nodes,  ≤ i ≤ m− . In the
case of i =  or i = m, there is only one neighbor. Any sequence of transitions starting in the initial
configuration is called a computation. A computation halts if it reaches a configuration where no rule
can be used.

In this paper, we consider the following two ways of defining the result of a computation for axon P
systems.

(i) Similar to [6] and [10], we do not care whether or not the computation halts, but we only request
that the output node spikes exactly twice during the computation. Then, the number of steps elapsed be-
tween the two spikes is the number computed by the axon P system along that computation. We denote by
N(Π) the set of numbers computed in this way by the axon P system Π , and by SpikAPm(rulek,consp)
the family of sets N(Π) generated by axon P systems with at most m nodes, at most k rules in each
node, each rule consuming at most p spikes. As usual, any of these parameters is replaced by ∗ if it is
not bounded.

(ii) As formulated in [3], a language is associated with a computation of axon P systems in the
following way: for each node ρi we consider a symbol ci and a configuration 〈k, . . . ,km〉 is described

by the string ck
 . . .ckmm ; then, the result of a halting computation is defined as the strings associated

with configurations where the system emits a spike. All these strings form the language generated by
the system. We denote by L(Π) the language generated in this way by the axon P system Π , and by
LAPm(rulek,consp) the family of languages L(Π) with m,k, p having the same meaning as above.

4 Axon P Systems as Number Generators

In this section, we investigate the number generative power of axon P systems.

4.1 A Characterization of NFIN

In [6], it has been proved that SN P systems can characterize NFIN by using only one neuron. For
axon P systems, we have a similar result.

Theorem 1. NFIN = SpikAP(rule∗,cons∗).

Proof. The inclusion SpikAP(rule∗,cons∗) ⊆ NFIN can be easily proved: in each step, the number of
spikes in an axon P system with only one node decreases by at least one, hence any computation lasts at
most as many steps as the number of spikes present in the system at the beginning. Thus, axon P systems
with only one node can only compute finite sets of numbers.

To prove the opposite inclusion NFIN ⊆ SpikAP(rule∗,cons∗), let us take a finite set of numbers,
F = {n, . . . ,nk}, and we assume that we have n < n < .. . < nk.

An axon P system that generates F is shown in Figure 1.

Initially, the node contains nk +  spikes, hence, only the rule ank+/a → (λ ,a) can be used in the
first step. It consumes one spike and immediately sends a spike to the environment. In the next step, we
have to continue with rules ank+−t/a → (λ ,λ ), for t = , and then for the respective t = , . . . ,n. But
for t = n (in step n +), there is another rule ank+−t → (λ ,a) which can be used, non-deterministically
chosen. If we choose the second rule, the system will send a spike to the environment again and then the
computation halts. Therefore, the number n will be generated. If we choose the first rule, the process
will continue, and in a similar way the numbers n, . . . ,nk− can be generated in turn. In step nk + 
(the last step) only the rule ank+−t → (λ ,a) with t = nk can be used, therefore, the number nk can be
generated and this concludes the computation.

Consequently, all the numbers in F can be generated by the above axon P system, which concludes
the proof.
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ank+

ank+/a → (λ ,a)

ank+−t/a → (λ ,λ )

t = ,, . . . ,nk −

ank+−t → (λ ,a)

t = ni, ≤ i≤ k

-

Figure 1: An axon P system generating a finite set of numbers

4.2 Relationships with Semilinear Sets of Numbers

As mentioned in Section 4.1, SN P systems with one neuron generate exactly the family of finite sets
of numbers. Actually, SN P systems with two neurons also characterize the family of finite sets. So, the
following results on axon P systems are unexpected: such systems with two nodes generate all semilinear
sets of numbers.

Theorem 2. SLIN ⊆ SpikAP(rule∗,cons∗).

Proof. Consider a regular grammar G = (N,T,S,P) with N = {A,A, . . . ,An},n ≥ , S = An, T =
{b,b, . . . ,bs}, and the productions in P are of the forms Ai → bkA j, Ai → bk,  ≤ i, j ≤ n,  ≤ k ≤ s.

Then length(L(G)) can be generated by an axon P system as shown in Figure 2.
In the initial configuration we have n+  spikes in node ρ and n+  spikes in node ρ, therefore,

in the first step, only the rule an+/a → (λ ,a) can be used in node ρ, and the rule an+/a → (λ ,λ ) is
used in node ρ. Thus, a spike is sent to the environment and n spikes remain in node ρ and n spikes in

node ρ. In the next step, node ρ fires by a rule an+i/an+i− j → (an,λ ) or an+i → (λ ,a) associated with
a production An → bkA j or An → bk from P, for i = n. If the second rule is used, another spike is sent
to the environment and the computation halts. In this way, the generated number is . If the first rule is
used, n− j spikes are consumed from node ρ. In this step node ρ also fires and sends n spikes to node
ρ. It will send n spikes back to node ρ as long as it receives n spikes from node ρ.

Assume that in some step t, the rule an+i/an+i− j → (an,λ ), for Ai → bkA j, or an+i → (λ ,a), for
Ai → bk, is used, for some  ≤ i≤ n, and n spikes are received from node ρ.

If the first rule is used, then n spikes are sent to node ρ, n+ i− j spikes are consumed, and j spikes
remain in node ρ. Then in step t + , we have n+ j spikes in node ρ, and a rule for Ai → bkA j or
Ai → bk can be used. In step t+ node ρ also receives n spikes. In this way, the computation continues.

If the second rule is used, then no spike is sent to node ρ, all spikes in node ρ are consumed, and n
spikes are received from node ρ, which will remain in node ρ forever. Moreover, in this step another
spike is sent to the environment again. Then the computation halts.

We know that, if we use a production Ai → bkA j or Ai → bk one time, then the length of a string
generated by the grammar G increases by one, and this corresponds to the number of steps increasing

by one by using the associated rule an+i/an+i− j → (an,λ ) or an+i → (λ ,a) one time in the axon P
system. Moreover, the second spike is sent to the environment and the computation halts whenever a rule

an+i → (λ ,a) is used, which corresponds to a production Ai → bk being used in G.
Therefore, the length set of all the strings in L(G) can be generated, and the proof is complete.

The inclusion in the previous theorem is proper.

Theorem 3. SpikAP(rule,cons)−SLIN 6= /0.

Proof. Let us consider the axon P system from Figure 3. In the initial configuration, only node ρ

contains  spikes, hence it fires in the first step by the rule a(a)+/a → (λ ,a) and sends  spikes to
node ρ. In the next step, the rule a→ (a,λ ) or a→ (λ ,a) can be used in node ρ, non-deterministically
chosen.

If we use the rule a → (a,λ ), then we get a number of spikes of the form k+ in the second node,
hence the first rule a(a)+/a → (a,λ ) in node ρ is applied as many times as possible, thus returning
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-¾ -

1

2

an+

an+/a → (λ ,λ )

an → (λ ,an)

an+

an+/a → (λ ,a)

an+i/an+i− j → (an,λ )

for Ai → bkA j ∈ P

an+i → (λ ,a)

for Ai → bk ∈ P

Figure 2: An axon P system generating a semilinear set

the spikes to node ρ. To end this returning, we have to use the rule a → (a,λ ) in node ρ, which makes
again the number of spikes from node ρ be of the form k+  (note that no rule can be applied in any
node when the number of spikes is multiple of 4). This process can be iterated any number of times, thus
multiplying by  the number of spikes present in node ρ.

Assume that we have a configuration 〈n + ,〉 in step t, for some n ≥ ; initially, this is the case,

with n = . In node ρ, the rule a(a)+/a → (λ ,a) can be used as many times as possible until the
node remains with only one spike. It moves all spikes to the second node, multiplied by . Therefore,
in step t + n− + , we have a configuration 〈,n+〉. In the next step, node ρ can also use the rule
a→ (λ ,a) instead of a→ (a,λ ). Then the number of spikes from node ρ is of the form k+ (n+ +
spikes), hence the rule a(a)+/a → (λ ,a) should be applied in step t + n− +  and a spike is sent to
the environment. At the same time, the number of spikes decreases by one and will be of the form k+
(n+ + spikes). Therefore, the rule a(a)+/a → (λ ,λ ) should be applied in step t +n− +. This
rule does not change the form of the number of spikes and it remains in the form of k+ , hence it is
used as many times as possible. In this way, no spike is sent to the environment until the number of
spikes from ρ becomes  and this process needs n −  steps. Then, in the step t + n− + n + , the
rule a → (λ ,a) should be used and the second spike is sent to the environment. Therefore, the number
of steps elapsed between the two spikes which were sent to the environment is n and the computation
halts.

Consequently, the set {n | n ≥ } can be generated by this system, which, obviously, is not a semi-
linear set.

-¾

1

2

a

a(a)+/a → (λ ,a)

a → (λ ,a)

a → (λ ,a)

a(a)+/a → (a,λ )

a → (a,λ )

a(a)+/a → (λ ,a)

a(a)+/a → (λ ,λ )

a → (λ ,a)

-

Figure 3: An axon P system generating a non-semilinear set {n|n≥ }

In [6], it has been shown that semilinear sets of numbers can be characterized by SN P systems with
a bound on the number of spikes present in any neuron, but the number of neurons is not bounded. The
following theorem also gives a characterization of semilinear sets of numbers, but here only two nodes
are used in the axon P systems.

Theorem 4. SLIN = SpikAP(rule∗,cons∗,bound∗), where bound∗ indicates that axon P systems have
a bound on the number of spikes present in any node, but this bound is not specified.

Proof. From Theorem 2, it is enough to prove the inclusion SpikAP(rule∗,cons∗,bound∗) ⊆ SLIN.
The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 9.1 in [6], so we do not recall it here.
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5 Axon P Systems as Language Generators

We now pass to considering the language generative power of axon P systems.
All strings generated by an axon P system in the way mentioned in Section 3 are of the form

ck
 ck

 . . .ckmm , where 〈k,k, . . . ,km〉 is a configuration of the system. Therefore, if there is a bound on
the number of spikes in any node of axon P systems, we can directly have the following result.

Remark 5. LAPn(rule∗,cons∗,bound∗) ⊆ FIN, for n≥ .

Moreover, as a direct consequence of this restrictive way of defining the languages associated with
axon P systems, we cannot find a characterization of finite languages for the general axon P systems. For
instance, it is not difficult to find that the string ccc cannot be generated by any axon P system.

5.1 Beyond CF

Theorem 6. There exists at least a language L ∈ EL−CF, which can be generated by axon P systems.

Proof. Let us consider the language L = {cn
 cn

 cn
 | n≥ }; it is obvious that L ∈ EL−CF .

We construct the axon P system whose initial configuration is shown in Figure 4.

1 2 3

a

(a)+/a → (λ ,a)

a

(a)+/a → (a,a)

a

(a)+/a → (a,λ ) -

(a)+/a → (a,a)

-¾-¾

Figure 4: An axon P system generating the language {cn
 cn

 cn
 | n≥ }

Initially, each node of the system contains two spikes. Hence, each node can be activated, and in node
ρ both the rule (a)+/a → (a,λ ) and the rule (a)+/a → (a,a) can be applied, non-deterministically
chosen. If the first rule is applied, then the two spikes in each node are consumed and no spike is sent to
the environment. At the same time, each node accumulates 4 spikes (the 4 spikes in nodes ρ and ρ are
received from node ρ; the 4 spikes in node ρ are received from both node ρ and node ρ, two from
node ρ and two from node ρ). In this way, all the nodes can be activated in the next step. If in node ρ

we continue using the rule (a)+/a → (a,λ ), then in a similar way each node obtains 6 spikes. This
process can be iterated until the second rule is applied. In this case, the number of spikes in each node
increases by two in each step. Therefore, each node of the system accumulates n spikes in step n, for
n≥ .

At any moment, we can also apply the second rule in node ρ. Assume that it is applied in step n+,
then node ρ sends a spike to the environment, which means that the string cn

 cn
 cn

 is generated by this

system. At the same time, node ρ accumulates n+  spikes, node ρ accumulates n+  spikes, and
node ρ accumulates n+  spikes. In the next step, only node ρ can be activated. Thus, it consumes
two spikes and sends two spikes to node ρ. This process can be iterated until all the spikes in node ρ
are moved to node ρ, and then the computation halts.

Therefore, the language {cn
 cn

 cn
 | n≥ } can be generated by the axon P system and this concludes

the proof.

6 Conclusions and Remarks

In this paper, the number generative power and the language generative power of axon P systems
are investigated. As a variant of SN P systems, there remain many open problems and research topics
about axon P systems to be considered. One important aspect is suggested by the research about SN P
systems. For instance, as usual in SN P systems, an arbitrary delay can be considered in axon P systems.
What about considering the spike trains (finite or infinite) themselves as the result of a computation in
axon P systems, as investigated in [10]. The various applications for axon P systems also deserve to be
considered.

As suggested by Gheorghe Păun in [9], a more general and probably more interesting problem is
combining neurons and axons in a global model; maybe also astrocytes can be added, thus obtaining a
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more complex model, closer to reality. Please refer to [3, 9] for more open problems and research topics
related to axon P systems.
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